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he Nuge invades GVSU
■ Ted Nugent is
headed to cam
pus, courtesy of
the GVSU College
Republicans.
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Often referred to as
“The
Motor
City
Madman,” Ted Nugent
will be coming to the
Grand
Valley
State
University for a lecture on
Nov. 5 at 8 p.m.

Hosted by the GVSU
College
Republicans,
Nugent is expected to
speak on several different
topics
including
the
American Dream, the war
on terror, patriotism and
the war on drugs.
After the show, Nugent
will be available for auto
graphs. There will also be
merchandise for sale.
Tickets are available
for students for free from
the GVSU Information
Desk, while public tickets
are $5 and are available at
West Michigan Tickets
Plus locations.
There will be 2,000 seats
available for the lecture.
“I’m optimistic that
we can fill 1,500 seats for
the event,” said Student
Senate Vice President of
Student Resources Nick

Dekker.
GVSU’s
Student
Senate
gave
College
Republicans a total of
$23,(XX) to bring Nugent to
campus for the night.
“As opposed to other
speakers, we decided to
bring Ted Nugent to cam
pus to kind of spark some
discussion among students
on campus,” Dekker said,
“He’s an entertaining fig
ure and we think that the
students can really get a lot
out of him coming to cam
pus.”
Dekker said that he
hopes that students will go
and see Nugent and be
open to his point of view
on different topics.
“We want all people to
come regardless of their
views because I really feel
that this is a presentation

that if you come and listen
to, whether or not you
agree with him on the top
ics, you can walk away
from having really gotten
something out of it,”
Dekker said.
President of College
Republicans Mike Wescott
said that he is excited
because, not only is
Nugent a political activist,
but a world-renowned rock
star.
“I think students are
used to hearing professors
with Ph.D.s give semi
nars,” Wescott said, “but
Nugent doesn’t have a
Ph.D. and isn’t going to
limit what he says. He’s
going to give a raw, unbri
dled truth of his opinions
and we just want some
thing so blunt and so hon
est that it will shock the

‘Amazing
Argentina
venture
Grand Valley Lanthorn

When Erika Edwards took off on her first
study abroad trip to Argentina, she left
behind the comfort and predictability of col
lege life. Months later, she returned to
Allendale addicted to the freedom, excite
ment and possibility of living in a new coun
try.
At a cost of around $7,(XX) for a nine-month
stay, it was an expensive trip. But Edwards
couldn’t imagine putting a price tag on the
things she saw and did during her travels.
“I would pay for the rest of my life for
that trip,” she said. "I loved it.”
She spent six months in Buenos Aires, the
capital of Argentina and 12 weeks in
Ecuador. During this time she learned to
speak exclusively in Spanish, and made
dozens of international friends who came
with her dancing and sightseeing.
“The best memory I have was going
down south and taking pictures and walking
among penguins,” she said. “It was right
before they migrated to the south pole that we
caught them. It’s so cool to see them in their
natural habitat, and to just know that you’re
not going to find this in the United States.”

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Ted Nugent will be speaking to an audience about the
American Dream, the war on terror, patriotism and the war on
drugs.

SAT testing
may be biased
Amanda Joy Colley
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn ! Mike Rios

Senior Erika Edwards rode horseback through the mountains of Ecuador dur
ing her study abroad trip last March. Below, she stands by waterfalls.

Edwards heads down south
Katy Boss

community with what he
has to say.”
Nugent has been a fre
quent guest on national
radio and television shows
including the upcoming
Nov.
1
airing
of
“Surviving Nugent” on
VH1. He has sold more
than 30 million albums in
his musical career as well
as releasing a live DVD
titled “Ted Nugent — Full
Bluntal Nugity”. He is also
the author of the New York
Times bestseller “God,
Guns, and Rock iT Roll,”
as well as his book “Kill It
and Grill It.”
Nugent has been rec
ognized by law enforce
ment agencies nationwide
for his strong stance
against drugs and alcohol
and is a spokesman for
DARE.

In the north
part of the coun
try by Brazil, she
walked in a
waterfall. It is
another of her
best memories
—
being
strapped in a
harness and rap
pelling down the
falls
in
her
swimsuit.
“Literally I
was at the edge
of the waterfall, so the water was all stream
ing on me,” she said. "I kept telling myself, ‘I
cannot believe I’m doing this.’”
Plus, with the exchange rate in Argentina
and Ecuador, Edwards’s U.S. dollars were
worth a lot more. It cost her 35 pesos to walk
down the waterfall, which averages about
$13 U.S., she said. This resulted in a lot of
buying sprees.
“The place where I went shopping, good
ness gracious, they knew me by name,” she
said, laughing.
At her apartment in Laker Village,
Edwards flipped through a photo album from
her trip. One picture showed a group of about

20 smiling teenagers, whom Edwards
referred to as her “girls.” Edwards spent 12
weeks in Ecuador teaching them to dance.
“They loved dancing to Michael
Jackson’s “Thriller,” she said. The girls, most
of whom wej£_ underfed due to poverty and
shy due to domestic violence, also loved
Outkast and pepperoni pizza. Edwards got
pretty attached to the girls over her threemonth stay, during which time she tried to
teach them to be self-confident, to recognize
their real beauty and to have fun.
“By the end, I was their older sister,” she
said. “I cried harder than they did when I had
to leave.”
Now Edwards can’t wait to travel again.
Her enthusiasm inspired three of her best
friends to study abroad, and in their absence
Edwards’s urge to travel has only gotten
worse.
“Right now I have to graduate, but I'm
looking to possibly go to Brazil over the sum
mer, to teach English,” she said.
Eventually she would like to work in
Latin-American as a consultant for a non
profit organization, an ambition she did not
have before she began her studies abroad.
“It will change you,” she said. “Before, I
wanted to go into secondary ed.”

Every
year,
high
school students across the
nation anxiously await the
results of something inte
gral to their future.
That something is a
letter from the College
Board informing them of
what they scored on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test.
However, could some stu
dents open their letter to
find that they have scored
significantly lower than
their
peers,
simply
because they belong to a
different race?
In an article in the
Chronicle
of
Higher
Education, Jay Rosner,
executive director of the
Princeton Review founda
tion, said the SAT uses
“white-preference
ques
tions.” Discussing further,
Rosner said that in pre-test
ing for the SAT to determine
which questions will be
used, there were questions
that
African-Americans
excelled at. Those questions,
he said, were not included in
the test while the questions
white students excelled at
were included.
Rosner said he does
not believe this to be
intentional though.

“They’re not racists,”
he said. “The test compa
ny uses a completely neu
tral, colorblind system for
picking questions.”
Rosner also points out
that although a neutral sys
tem is used, the system
consistently chooses ques
tions favoring whites.
With
AfricanAmericans averaging a
combined SAT score near
ly 200 points lower than
the overall average in
2003, one can see why
there may be some accusa
tions of racial bias.
“Just because there are
score differences between
different ethnic groups on
the SAT does not mean that
the exam is biased,” said
Jennifer Topiel, spokesper
son for College Board.
“The lower-scoring groups,
which are Blacks and
Hispanics, also score lower
on just about every educa
tion measure you can think
of, including the ACT
exam, high school and col
lege graduation rates, grad
uate school exams, high
school GPAs et cetera.”
Topiel said that the low
scores are simply an indi
cator of a lack of educa
tion opportunity among
these minority groups.
PLEASE SEE SAT, A2

Colleges accused of raising tuition Special Ed. hurt by cuts
Katy Boss
Grand Valley Lanthorn

State Senate leader Ken Sikkema
is accusing Michigan universities of
pricing tuition higher than most peo
ple can afford. The senator chastised
Saginaw Valley State University ear
lier this month when he dredged up
statistics on their tuition increases
over the past 25 years.
The numbers showed that SVSU’s
tuition rose by 429 percent since
1979. As a comparison, Grand Valley
State University’s tuition rose by 582
percent in the same time period.
These increases are pretty much
on par with the rest of the state — the
average tuition in Michigan climbed
602 percent since 1979.
But then prices are bound to rise
considerably over two and a half
decades. The question is how this
increase compares to the inflation
rate, the “real income" of middleclass families and the level of funding
the state provides universities.
A lot of shadowy statistics sur
round the issue.
Depending on who tells it, stu
dents are getting shafted by either one
of two groups: the state government
or the universities themselves.
In Sikkema’s view, universities
haven’t been responsible with their

money. To drive home this point, the
senator put three newly appointed
Board of Control members at SVSU
on the spot, asking them to sign a
pledge to keep the cost of tuition
down.
“There is a fundamental reality
here that we cannot escape,” Sikkema
said at the SVSU meeting. “Tuition
increases are pricing middle-class
families out of education.”
The Board of Control members
did not sign the petition.
A representative at Sikkema’s
office elaborated on his argument.
“Spending is out of hand at these
universities, and universities don’t
like to talk about that.” said Bill
Nowling, a senate spokesman.
“Tuition has increased 40 percent
over the last 10 years,” he said. “Real
income, which is ordinary folks’ abil
ity to pay, has only increased by 20
percent in that same time period.
What that translates into is an even
larger debt load.”
Sure tuition has increased, but it’s
better than the alternative, said Matt
McLogan,
vice
president
of
University Relations. In times of
budget shortfalls, if students and par
ents don’t make up the difference the
quality of education could suffer.
“The alternative to less tuition is
fewer classes, and we don’t think our
students want us to do that,”

McLogan said.
Universities and communities
should work together with the state to
find ways of keeping costs affordable,
he said.
“I believe we’re all in this togeth
er, and that state government and uni
versities have the obligation to make
sure that overpricing doesn’t hap
pen,” he said. “We take that responsi
bility very seriously.”
State funding for higher education
has fallen over the years. State appro
priation made up 71 percent of
GVSU’s budget 25 years ago. Today,
it makes up 32 percent.
This drastic fall is leaving stu
dents and parents to foot the cost of
education, other university leaders
say.
“In real terms state funding for
Grand Valley has gone down dramat
ically,” said Dan Aronoff, a member
of the Board of Trustees. “We get less
state funding per student than any
other university in the state.”
Which makes it even more
impressive when GVSU finds ways to
stretch its dismal state appropriation
to improving its already terrific cam
puses, he said.
“Given the constraints that Grand
Valley is under... I am amazed,"
Aronoff said. “Clearly our resources
are better utilized here than any uni
versity in the state.”

Stefanie Caloia
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Funding has long been a problem
for public schools, with no exception
to special education programs.
The state of Michigan owes mil
lions of dollars to school districts
across the state. While mandated pro
grams have been set in place, the fund
ing is not available for those programs.
When the districts do not have
enough money to cover those pro
grams, they must find an alternative
source, which is often the money in
the general education fund.
Ron Koehler is an assistant super
intendent for Kent Intermediate
School District, which serves 20 pub
lic school districts and provides spe
cial education services to the Catholic
and Christian schools in Kent County.
Koehler said the district was under
funded by $43.78 million dollars in
the 2001-2002 school year. Funds are
diverted from other programs includ
ing general education, which hurts all
students, Koehler said.
"We simply don't have the ability
to cut without hurting the education
for all kids,” Koehler said.
The next option is to go to local
voters and ask for an increase in taxes,
which will take place next February.

John Shinsky is a chairperson for
the department of special education,
leadership and human services at
Grand Valley State University.
“I feel it is the state’s responsibili
ty to provide the amount of monies
they designated to reimburse local and
intermediate districts to serve students
with special needs,” Shinsky said.
Shinsky was the director of
Special Education for 20 years in
Lansing.
“I can tell you we were very
responsible with our expenses and
accounted for all expenditures on a
yearly basis.” Shinsky said. “I can
assure you that the children received a
great deal of service for the cost.”
Additional programs for the spe
cial education children, such as camps !
and Special Olympics were funded ;
through donations.
“I encourage people to get
involved in special education to obtain
an understanding of it ” Shinsky said.
“I think the more people get the oppor
tunity to walk in special ed.’s shoes,
the more positive they would feel and
the more they would appreciate the
outstanding things that are being done
in the field with a limited amount of
resources along with limited time.”
PLEASE SEE CUTS, A2

Laker Life

In this
issue

The Main St. Pub owners are seeking approval for a
liquor license in their restaurant. If approved, this
liquor license would be only the second approved
in the city of Allendale.

A

After returning from service in the Persian Gulf,
Lance Cpl. Greg Loveland began classes once
again. Returning to a full-time student sched
ule has been hard, but he's pulling through.
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Lansing considering new hazing legislation
■ New laws will
make sure students
think before they act.
Jennifer McCourt
Grand Valley Lanthorn

If violating pre-existing rules
at Grand Valley State University
isn’t enough to get students to
think twice about hazing, per
haps a new bill will get them to
realize the severity of such a
reckless act.
Lawmakers in Lansing hope
new legislation recently intro
duced will ensure that students
think before they haze.
The bill, introduced by Sen.
Michelle McManus, R-Lake

Leelanau, would make hazing a
crime and punishable as either a
misdemeanor or felony based on
the severity of the incident.
An event at the University of
Michigan, which took place in
early September, may have led
some to believe the bill was
drafted in response to that spe
cific episode, however Emily
Carney, chief of staff under
McManus, said the process to
draft a bill is much lengthier and
was originally spurred by a haz
ing incident at Ferris State
University in 2(XX).
“The bill was not in response
to the incident at U of M, it just
happened that we introduced the
legislation at the same time, but
it was not a reaction” Carney
said.
“One of our counties.

County of Ottawa

The Ottawa County Health
Department can help with all
of your Birth Control Needs
We Offer:

Health Department
Public Health Services
Family Planning

Testing for:

Affordable, km cost:

Pregnancy
STDs and HIV

Emergency Contraception
PapSmears
Birth control Pills
Depo-Provera Injections
Condoms, Foam, and others

Confidential,
Evening appointments

Cell for an appointment
Sliding fee ecale available
Services also available In:

Holland 396-S266

Grand Haven 848-8300

in serious physical harm, those
responsible would again be
charged with a misdemeanor and
could face up to a $2,5(X) fine,
three years in jail or both.
And if a person were to die
during a hazing incident, the
responsible party would be
charged with a felony and could
face up to 20 years in prison
with the possibility of up to a
$1(),(XX) fine as well.
“Another important issue
that the bill addresses is if in a
defense situation, even if the
victim consented, those guilty
could still be punished,” Carney
said.
Although recent incidences
which spurred the drafting of the
bill were in result to sorority and
fraternities at college campuses,
Aaron Haight, assistant director
of Student Life, said the hazing

CUT

Michigan.
The Warren
Fitzgerald
School District in Macomb
County sued the state of
Michigan for violating the 1979
Hcadlee Amendment, which
required the state to provide
funds for special education pro
grams in addition to general
education programs.
Granholm has been working
with the coalition since she took
office. Granholm has been sup
portive of their effort, said Kim
O'Connor for The Coalitions to
Keep the Promise to Michigan's
Children.
“The special education pop
ulation — and therefore costs
for special education services —
is increasing at a rapid rate,”
O’Connor said.
Early education is an impor
tant part of the special education
programs, O’Connor said. Some
of the students just need some
extra help in their preschool
years and. if they get it. they
may not even need special edu
cation when they get older.
“The Coalition to Keep the
Promise to Michigan's Children
will continue its efforts to
encourage and implement early
childhood education to decrease
these numbers, and work with
the Governor and Legislature on
this issue," O’Connor said.
Shinsky said he believes
teachers, administrators and par
ents will be able to find solu
tions if they work together as a
team. "We should continue to
look at new and creative ways to
use resources to best meet the
needs of all students," Shinsky
said.

continued from page AI

Coopersville Office
837-8171

Hudsonvllla Office
869-0040

Mecosta County, is home to
Ferris State University and a hall
director at Ferris approached
McManus and pointed out that
Michigan is only one of seven
states without anti-hazing laws.
We looked into it and realized that
was true so we submitted request
to have legislation passed.”
Under the law, hazing would
be considered a crime and pun
ishable with up to 20 years in
prison if the incident were to
result in death.
“The new law would impose
a three-tiered system depending
on the severity of the incident,"
Carney said.
If the incident resulted in phys
ical injury, those charged could be
determined guilty of a misde
meanor and could face up to 93
days in jail, a $ 1XXX) fine or both.
If the incident were to result

Koehler said a survey was
done in Kent County, asking
voters what they thought is the
biggest challenge facing public
schools, and the No. I answer
was lack of money.
“Our voters understand that
schools have some deficits,” he
said.
The Coalition to Keep the
Promise to Michigan's Children
is working to make the public
aware of what is going on and to
find solutions to the problems
by working on court cases sur
rounding the issue and finding
alternative sources for money.
The Durant lawsu LL
ne
that has been in and out of courts
for nearly 20 years. The case
was named after Don Durant, a
school
administrator
in
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Interestingly, scores from the
2(X)2 ACT show that AfricanAmericans and Hispanics also
scored lower than other groups.
When asked if the alleged
racial bias on the SAT has
impacted Grand Valley State
University’s admissions, Jodi
Chycinski, director of admis
sions, said she saw no connec
tion between the two.
At this point in time. College
Board has not decided to change
its test due to the accusations of
racial bias being present.
However, they have designed a
new SAT, set to be unveiled in
2(X)5. The new test will incor
porate additional reading pas
sages that will be shorter than
the existing ones. Algebra II
questions and a writing section.

doesn't stop there.
“Sports teams and organiza
tions such as band have hazing
practices too,” Haight said.
“Sororities and fraternities are
just the most publicized — it's
happening all over the nation.”
Although GVSU hasn't had
severe problems with hazing in
recent years, it does exist to a
certain level and is something
students should definitely think
twice about engaging in.
“We are aware that there are
allegations of hazing on this
campus and we will investigate
them thoroughly and punish
those responsible,” Haight said.
Although GVSU has imple
mented rules to deter hazing, it
does not mean that this act is
punishable as a crime. Under the
law any educational institution,
including a public or private

school that is a middle school,
junior high, high school, voca
tional school, university or col
lege would be subject to comply.
“At this point in time there is
no law being broken," Haight said,
“but we know that it is assault,
people are being abused emotion
ally and physically. It is something
that we are dealing with in this
area on a local level that starts as
low as high school. 1 think that as
a state we are way behind the
times as far as this legislation.’
Among keeping a close eye
out for hazing instances, groups
around campus also work to pro
mote the prevention of such acts.
The sorority Zeta Phi Beta in
conjunction with Student Life
will present a program on hazing
Nov. 12 starting at 9 p.m. in the
Cook-DeWitt Center. All those
who wish to attend are welcome.
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Toddy, more paper is being recovered and recycled
in America than ever before Last year, 45 percent
of all the paper Americans used was recovered,
45 million tons, an all time record But there is
still more to he done. It is up to us to make sure
we are self aware of our recycling efforts, after all
"It brings out the youth in all of us."
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Planetarium presents
Orson Welles work
The original version of “War of
the Worlds,” will be broadcast at
the Van Andel Museum’s Chaffee
Planetarium Thurs., Oct. 30 at 8:30
p.m. On Halloween night in 1938.
Orson Welles passed off the radio
play on slimy creatures from Mars
as a legitimate newscast of an
alien invasion, spreading panic
across the nation.
Tickets to see the vintage broad
cast are $2.50 at the door.

Symphony performing
video-enhanced Faust
This Halloween weekend the
Grand Rapids Symphony will give
a video-enhanced production of
the legendary tale of Faust, the
man who sold his soul to the devil.
They will play two shows, on Oct.
31 and Nov. 1 in DeVos Hall at 8
p.m.
Tickets range from $IO-$54, and
can be purchased at the box office
or by calling TickelMaster at 616456-3333.

Jazz Night moves to Eastown
Every last Thursday of the
month at 9 p.m., jazz and blues
artists play Billy’s Lounge in
Eastown for Jazz Night. The music
is also simulcast on WGVU Radio,
88.5/ 95.3.
This Oct. 30 Halloween Jazz
Night will feature Teddy Harris Jr.,
a jazz pianist from Detroit.

International vendors sell
wares at 3-day expo
The 19th annual "Beneath the
Wreath” shopping expo comes to
the Grand Center this Nov. 7
through 9. Seventy-five booths of
sellers will peddle clothes, furni
ture, gourmet foods, toys, art. jew
elry and other holiday gift ideas.
Tickets will be available at the
door and must be purchased with
cash, $3 for adults, children 12 and
under get in free. Hours for the
sale are: Fri., Nov. 7 from 11 a.m.
to 7 p.m.; Sat., Nov. 8 from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m.; and Sun., Nov. 9
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Fifty centuries of
Japanese sculptures on
display
Japanese folk ceramics dating to
3000 B.C.E. will be on display in
the sculpture galleries of the
Frederik Mcijer Gardens and
Sculpture Park. Several extremely
rare pieces from the Momoyama
period (1568-1615) will be includ
ed in the exhibit.
The display will run through Jan.
4. For more information call 888957-1580, or visit www.meijergardens.org.

CMimneeaccapang
nomMions for amort
Students, faculty and alumni can
nominate professors for the Pew
Teaching and Technology Award.
The $750 award is given for excel
lent teaching twice a year. The
nomination form must be filled out
and turned in to the Dean’s office
by Dec. I. Support letters and stu
dent evaluations can also be sub
mitted by Feb. I.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Grand Valley Student
Senate brought together leaders
from several student organiza
tions on campus to discuss top
ics
including
advising,
student/teacher expectations,
grades and liberal education at
last
week’s
University
Leadership Roundtable (ULRT).
“The student resources com
mittee and the educational affairs
committee worked together to
develop an overall theme that
focused on academic culture,
said senate President Rachael
Voorhees.
The university leadership
roundtable has become a tradi-
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GV phone system to get an upgrade
■ Upgrade will unify
voice mail, e-mail, and
fax and change some
internet protocols
Danielle Pillar
Grand Valley Lanthorn

A telephone system upgrade
is scheduled for the weekend of
Dec. 12, just as students finish
off their fall semester exams at
Grand Valley State University.
Beginning at 7 p.m., a phone

line outage will occur for about
12 hours on Allendale and Pew
campuses, while the outage for
the Health Sciences, Meijer
campus. Lake Michigan Center
and Winter apartments will be
brief.
Most students will be gone
for winter break during the out
age. Those students staying on
the Allendale and Pew campuses
for w inter break will be affected
by the 12-hour outage. The out
age begins at 7 p.m. and ends at
7 a.m.
This
upgrade
prepares
GVSU for the change to the
VoIP (voice over Internet proto

col) system as well as to an
Internet Protocol-ready (IP) uni
fied messaging application. This
means that this unified messag
ing application combines voice,
e-mail and fax. Internet Protocol
is packet switching protocol
used on a network. With this
change to the VoIP telephone
system, phones will have better
sound quality as well as be easi
er to administrate. The upgrade
comes in the wake of several
system upgrades over the years
of GVSU’s existence.
The reason for the change is
due to the changing of telephone
technology in recent years.

Pub seeks
Allendale
liquor
license

“The current system was
purchased in 1987,” said Jan
Felker,
from
Telecommunications. "It is older
technology, the vendor no longer
offers enhancements or is will
ing to support the system in
coming years.”
Existing phones on campus
are compatible with the upgrade,
though all telephone button lay
outs will change. New telephone
labels will be mailed to depart
ments in December.
Some added features with
the new system include offpremise forwarding, last number
redial, station speed stores up to

30 numbers and the message
waiting button is automatically
programmed to dial phone mail.
For a full list of new features,
visit http://www.gvsu.edu/it/telco/
and look under “Telephone
Feature Changes.”
After the upgrade, if prob
lems arise, students and staff are
encouraged to report them to the
help desk extension I-44KK) (or
(616) 331-4000, if off campus)
after Dec. 15. Any further ques
tions about the upgrade should
be directed to Jan Felker at (616)
331-2148.

State works on
‘Cool Cities’
■ Plans to make
Grand Rapids a
‘Cool City’ are
already underway

Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Courtesy of the Main St. Pub

On Monday the officials of
Main St. Pub, the new, and first,
bar to be established in
Allendale almost took its first
steps toward receiving a liquor
license from the township.
The restaurant/ bar, which
will be opening just west of the
Grand Valley State University
Allendale Campus on Lake
Michigan Drive in May, submit
ted its request for consideration
to the township and on Monday
was told that the consideration
would have to be postponed.
“The reason why we had a
delay at the meeting was because
they had a plan that was all
approved by the planning com
mission,” said Candy Kraker,
township clerk. “In the mean
time they changed their plan and
they have to have an approved
plan by the planning commission
before we can go through with
the public hearing.”
If the modifications arc
found to not be “major” then the
process w ill continue. If they are
considered to be major then the
plans — as well as the license —
will go before a public hearing
again.
Although this is only the sec
ond time that Allendale has had
to look at approving a liquor
license — the ability to have
liquor licenses was passed last
November and the first license
went to the Meadows — Kraker
said that they are working
through the process and don’t
have fears about the outcome or
how the business will affect the
community.
“I know that Main St. Pub is
very fussy about their manage
ment, they don’t allow [fighting,
drunk driving, etc.) to go on,"
she said. "It is not a bar with a

The Main St. Pub is the first bar to be established in Allendale since serving
alcohol by the glass became legal in the township.
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“We pretty much cater to
more than the restaurant aspect of everyone,” said Caralyn Fenske,
the business.
operating partner. “We are not a
“We want to make sure that downtown bar like college stu
when families walk in that they dents are used to. We are very
feel comfortable that this is much into family and communi
indeed a family restaurant with a ty. this is how we started our
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She also said that out of the
Despite the bureaucracy tak 50 to 60 jobs that will come
ing place at the township level available there might be as many
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seem prepared to take on the
Fenske also said that local
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pub is also willing to mesh with aren’t considered direct compe
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tition for the type of atmosphere
“For myself, I think this is a she and her associates are look
great thing," Kraker said. ing to create.
"People need a place to go after
“I think there is enough peo
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Allendale...It is going to be a
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win-win for everybody here.”
May the hours will be 11 a.m. to
Main St. Pub management 2 a.m.
Monday through
agree that this will be a good sit Saturday and will be open at
uation for all involved and will noon on Sundays.

Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

In an initiative to keep
young people and students in
cities in Michigan, Governor
Jennifer Granholm proposed a
plan on Sept. 19 to develop
“Cool Cities” across the state
of Michigan.
Involving more than 250
Michigan cities from Ann
Arbor to Ypsilanti, the goal of
the new proposal is to make
Michigan cities more attrac
tive for new citizens and bet
ter jobs. Granholm sent letters
to mayors of various cities
throughout the state asking
them to gather local “Cool
City” advisory groups to help
“encourage people — espe
cially young people — to be
more interested in living,
working and shopping in your
city.”
The move to improve
Michigan cities comes after
U.S. Census Bureau data
revealed an outflow of more
than 33,000 young people from
the southeast region of the
state between 2000 and 2002.
The city of Lansing alone had a
decline of 17,300 residents
between the ages of 20 and 34
between 1990 and 2000.
The goals of the “Cool
City” plan involve two aspects
including bringing discussions
about investing in Michigan
cities to a state level and to
find out what state resources
citizens think could be used to
improve their communities.
Granholm asked mayors of
30 of the cities to select one
person from their local com
mittees to sit on a statewide

“Cool City” advisory panel
that will help the Governor
and Department of Labor and
Economic Growth Director
David Hollister gather input
on the project. The 30 mayors
were picked by the Michigan
State University Center for
Urban Affairs to represent a
diverse group of Michigan
communities.
“The initiative offers a fun
and constructive way for com
munities to brainstorm cre
ative solutions and improve
ments within their cities
despite the tight budget con
straints the state faces,”
Granholm said.
The city of Grand Rapids
has already begun the trans
formation to becoming a
“Cool City,” with mayor-elect
George Heartwell laying out
the vision for the city to attain
coolness. However, he warned
that there will be obstacles to
overcome in the process.
In a speech at Calvin
College on Oct. 17, he said
that cool cities require quality
neighborhoods, pride in diver
sity, "good schooTS and good
government, all aspects that
he said that Grand Rapids
needs to work on in the future.
“Our cool governor talks
about cool cities and she even
points to Grand Rapids as one
city that 'gets it,' or at least is
moving in the right direc
tion.” he said. “We've taken
up the challenge and we're
transforming ourselves as a
community.”
Granholm
said
that
younger
generations
of
Michiganders hold the key to
the economic future of the
state.
“When young people leave
Michigan, they take with them
their talent , job skills, solid
educations and economic
growth potential,” she said.
“We’re going right to the
source to find out what will
make them want to stay.”

Faculty Senate wiU continue
to consider reorganization
Marisa Kwiatkowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Students
Rock the
VDbe
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Brian losefowicz

Jim Martinus and Melissa Weaver, both sophomores at GVSU, register to
vote on Friday night at Rock the Vote which was held at Kirkhof Center. In
addition to vote registration, students listened to several bands.

Student leaders gather for University Leadership Roundtable
Nate Hoekstra

GRAND VAIIEY LANTHORN

tion on campus and is usually
sponsored by the student senate.
“We usually do it to serve as
a place for student leaders to get
together so the university can
get input into large encompass
ing issues that affect the entire
university,” Voorhees said.
At the most recent ULRT,
each table was given a certain
topic to discuss. Director of
Student Life Bob Stoll attended
the roundtable and said that he
liked the way the event was set
up with different tables getting
different topics and breaking the
discussion up that way.
“I think it was very stimulat
ing for student leaders to kind of
sit back and think about their
academic values at the institu-

tion as far as grades and those
kinds of things.” he said.
The discussion generated
will be used and reviewed by the
provost's office and other
administrators as they decide on
the final steps of the university
reorganization process.
“With the faculty and staff
and administration undergoing
the reorganization process, there
was a request for student input
as to the academic culture of the
university, so that can play a
role in the reorganization,”
Voorhees said. “It will be used
as people work on new and dif
ferent policies and seek to direct
the future of the university as
well as for faculty to continue
the discussions that were start-

ed. 1 think we’re lucky enough
to see end results that reflect
student input from things like
this.”
Stoll said that he thought the
student senators who put the
program together did an excel
lent job assembling a wide range
of student leaders and putting
together a fantastic program.
Voorhees also said that she
was pleased with the outcome of
the event.
“The student leaders at the
university arc really using their
voice to make an impact and a
change that the student body
should be proud of because the
leaders are stepping forward and
really helping shape the future
of the university,” she said.

The University Academic
Senate is set to discuss the pro
posed Academic and Student
Affairs Division’s reorganization
model at its meeting Oct. 31.
The UAS has received
responses from various units,
committees
and
divisions
regarding the revised structure.
While the reasons vary, most
every report had the same con
clusion: the reorganization
model as it stands is not ready.
Provost Gayle Davis said she
hopes that this structure will solve
the main problem of the current
organization — communication
across divisional lines.
It is “establishing support,
information networks and a cli
mate conductive to greater col
laborative relationships, a sense
of intellectual community and
synergy among faculty and stu
dents within and across disci
plines,” according to a reorgani
zation handout from Davis dur
ing a March 14 UAS meeting.
The faculty have said they
fail to see how the proposed
structure will fix this and other
problems as cited by Davis.
“The task force report iden
tifies a number of problems to
be solved, but it neither
describes how those problems
are caused by the current struc
ture, nor does it describe how
they will be addressed by the
new structure." according to the
summary of Social Science
Division department reports

submitted by George Lundskow
and Robert Henderson.
The lumthorn was unable to
reach Davis for comment.
Many other concerns center
around the large proposed College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
The model creates an exten
sive College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, which would be the
home of the Science and
Mathematics. Art and Humanities
and Social Sciences divisions.
The college would also create a
School of Arts, which would have
the art and design, music and
dance majors. The School of
Communications will be housed
within the college as well.
“The unit responses fell into
a very clear pattern; the natural
science and mathematics units
do not support a reorganization
that leads to a large, unstruc
tured College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences...They don’t see
what is to be gained, but they so
see what is to be lost.” accord
ing to the summary of Science
and Mathematics unit responses.
There are some faculty units
happy with the proposed changes.
The Kirkhof School of
Nursing is in support of the reor
ganization model's creation of an
independent Kirkhof College of
Nursing and independent College
of Health Professions, although
its members fail to see the need
for the created associate provost
for health affairs position.
The UAS meeting is Oct. 31
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in 107D
DeVos Center on GVSU’s Pew
Campus in Grand Rapids.
>
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Just how free
is free speech?

Travis Clement

Why cCicCyouguys aCC wear the same costume?
T>uae, those aren’t costumes.

Grand Valley State University students are in an
uproar over the events surrounding National
Coming Out Day Oct. 10. Some controversial
chalk messages against homosexuality have peo
ple fighting over the boundaries and rights of
free speech.
The main problem with free speech is that both sides of an issue are
entitled to it.
Perhaps the biggest controversy at GVSU this year was surrounding
the campus events of National Coming Out Day.
On Oct. 10, organizations like Out N’ About, the Women’s Center,
Planned Parenthood, the Triangle Foundation and Student Senate came
out to the Cook Carillon Tower to support the gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender communities.
It was a day to show support to individuals who may be struggling
with their sexuality. It symbolizes unity for those who are making their
orientation known, according to Brian Hinterscher, the adviser for Out
N’ About, a gay and lesbian service and advocacy group on campus.
The controversy arose when several students from Christianity on
Campus attended the events at the Cook Carillon Tower and wrote
messages like “God says homosexuality is vile" and “God isn’t toler
ant" on the sidewalk in chalk. They quoted Bible passages that they
felt supported their views.
The response to these students' actions was explosive. In response
to the Coming Out Day article in the Oct. 16 issue, the Lanthom has
received dozens of letters to the editor, both for and against the actions
of the anti-homosexuality individuals.
Some students and faculty said they feel the Christianity on
Campus representatives were out of line and should not have been
allowed to campaign against homosexuality, while others say they
were completely justified.
The funny thing about free speech — on campus or otherwise — is
that it goes in both directions whether people like it or not.
Christianity on Campus can and does have the right to say what it
wants, even if it is contrary to the opinions of others.
Make no mistake, the Lanthom is not arguing for or against the
actions of Christianity on Campus, but we support their right to say it.
But, this issue is about more than just homosexuality; it’s about
respect for others.
National Coming Out Day was created to give a haven of support
to those who are struggling to find themselves and their place in
world. This is so they do not have to be afraid of being themselves.
The United States’ first National Coming Out Day was held Oct. 11,
1988 by the Human Rights Campaign’s National Coming Out Project.
The date was chosen for the event to commemorate the 1987 March on
Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights. It is also the anniversary of the
first visit of the AIDS Memorial Quilt to Washington, D.C., according to
the National Organization for Women Web site.
The students on GVSU’s Allendale Campus Oct. 10 had support
from many different facets, but were still subjected to the prejudicial
views of others.
It is highly unlikely that the chalk messages from those against
homosexuality will change the sexuality of someone whose preference
has already been determined. It just makes some of them afraid to
admit how they feel.
Good for the Christianity on Campus members for not being afraid to
state their views, but shame on them for their choice of timing to do it.

GVL SPEAK UP
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

How would you describe the GVSU
student bodyP

“The student body is
really diverse in a posi
tive way ”

7 think it's a very friendly
campus. ”
Christine Sudut
Sophomore
Public Relations

Ken Breitfield
Sophomore
Accounting

Rachel Mason
Junior
Psychology

7 think the student body
is very intelligent. ”

7 think it is very

diverse, and it's appre
ciated. However our
location is a major fac
tor.”

Carly Durham
Sophomore
History

Chris Teller
Senior
Theatre

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Reasons I like Grand Valley
Tracy Robey

writes for the
GVL opinion.
Her views do
not necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

Before you start writing a letter
to the editor. I should state that the
title of this column isn’t a joke. I
really do like Grand Valley. For all
of the things I grumble about and
ponder, I’m a Laker by choice.
I like having classes taught by
professors. When 1 talk to friends
who attend other universities,
they’re shocked that I have ever
had a conversation with a real, doc
torate-holding professor. When I
tell them that I’ve had many con
versations with professors, I see
them start to wonder if the name on
their diploma will make up for four
or more years spent in 6(X)-person
lecture halls.
I like parking my car in a con
venient lot for 40 bucks a year.
That’s less than it cost to park at
my high school. Even with the
usual parking ticket or two, it’s still

unbelievably cheap compared to
other universities. For people who
drive to class in Allendale, there
may be a fight to get a spot in a
good lot, but it’s free. While the
bookstore is happy to remove any
extra cash you might have, parking
fees won’t.
I like being able to see the best
football team in the nation for free.
The post-touchdown fireworks had
me digging a foxhole the first time
I heard them, but I like the fire
works, too. Basically, I like every
thing about game day in Allendale.
1 like the fact that we are down
the road from the classiest and most
wonderful restaurant on the planet
— Country Cupboard. All right —
maybe the dlcor is like a melange
of things you would find at a
garage sale, but they give a dis
count to GVSU students. If you

7 would say it is
somewhat conserva
tive but sometimes
surprisingly openminded. ”

haven’t gone to the Cupboard,
you're missing out big time. My
advice: watch your language —this
is the last place you’d want to be
banned for life.
I like living close to Grand
Rapids. Once I figured out that
there is more to Grand Rapids than
the downtown campus and ice-skat
ing at Rosa Parks Circle, my life
changed. You can avoid all distrac
tions by studying at Starbucks in
East GR or take a belly dance class
at a studio downtown. You can sip
(or guzzle) at one of the many bars
or try authentic Mexican food at
Maggie’s Kitchen. Despite con
struction detours. Grand Rapids
offers GVSU students as many
opportunities as Allendale lacks.
For all these reason and many
more. I’m a very happy Laker.

4

“I would say everyone
around here is pretty
friendly. ”
Sarah Souva
Freshman
Pre-Physical Therapy

urPfay angry. (Remember
bow it felt when Saginaw
was celebrating on your
- Brian Kelly
fiefeC.”
GVSU football head coach
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the
Grand Valley Linthom opinion
page is to stimulate discussion
and action on topics of interest to
the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
welcomes reader viewpoints
and offers three vehicles of
expression for reader opinions:
letters to the editor, guest
columns and phone responses.
Letters must be signed and
accompanied with current pic
ture identification. letters will
be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
letters appear as space per

mits each issue. The limit fi
for letter length is one page, sii
gle spaced.
The editor reserves the rig
to edit and condense letters ar
columns for length rcstrictioi
and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthoi
will not be held responsible fi
errors that appear in print as
result of transcribing handwri
ten letters.
The name of the author is us
ally published but may be withhe
for compelling reasons.
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Blame game over video games

Tech
Valley
Matthew Pete
Grand Valley lanthorn

Two boys were accused the
other day of taking a .22 caliber
rifle to the side of a highway
and shooting at passers-by.
They supposedly injured one
person and killed another.
When asked why they wanted
to commit this act, the 14 and
16 year olds both replied that
they were bored and wanted to
act out scenes in their favorite
video game. Grand Theft Auto.
Now, the family of the man
killed is suing the video game
publisher Take Two Interactive
for pushing adult content games
to children.
Video games capture the
minds of many people around
the world, including my own. 1
love sitting back, popping in
my very own copy of Grand
Theft Auto and taking over my
fair share of a city. Yes, my
character can get awesome
guns, rifles and bombs to use in
creative ways to complete mis
sions, which 1 get complete
enjoyment out of. This is just a
way to forget for a moment my

next-day stresses of juggling
school, work and anything else
in my everyday life. Yet not
once, not even for an instant,
did I ever believe 1 should,
could or would want to commit
acts such as those I see in the
violent Video games I play
because I saw it in the game.
That is ludicrous.
Some things need to be
changed in our culture and they
need to change quickly. When 1
first read this news article on
the two boys who got bored, all
I could do is shake my head and
ask why it was happening
again, yes, again.
Who could forget the awful
shootings at Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colo, on
April 20, 1999? Dylan Klebold
and Eric Harris rampaged their
way through their high school
killing 15 of their fellow stu
dents. A suicide note was
found, yet one of the very first
“clues” to a motive for the
killings was that they were said
to play the video game Doom
obsessively. For all who have
lived under a rock this past
decade. Doom is a space-age,
violent shooting game which
became very popular.

Using Video games as an
excuse for violence, whether
from the attacker’s side of the
story or the victim’s side, is a
straight up cop-out. It is
shameful for everyone involved
in the incident to even be asso
ciated with a case that involves
video game violence as a
motive.
Since 1994 the
Entertainment Software Ratings
Board (ESRB) has been rating
video games much like feature
films are rated for theaters.
Over 8,000 video games carry
these ratings and Grand Theft
Auto is one of them. This
video game happened to receive
a “M” rating for Mature. Taken
directly from ESRB’s Web site:
“titles rated M - Mature have
content that may be suitable for
persons ages 17 and older.
Titles in this category may con
tain mature sexual themes,
more intense violence and/ or
strong language.” I will be the
first to say that Grand Theft
Auto deserves this rating in
every manner. This is exactly
why there must be some sort of
outside responsibility taken in
situations like this, so the video
game is not the scapegoat for

someone else’s troubles.
These boys took it upon
themselves to grab a rifle and
open fire on innocent people
like they were at a shooting
range. There are many ques
tions that need to be answered
and all fingers point to the lack
of responsibility of the parents,
not the video game.
Where did the rifle come
from? The fact alone that two
teenagers were able to get a .22
caliber rifle and go with it from
their house to the freeway is
beyond me. 1 thought that the
point of having a gun in the
house was to protect from
intruders, not for it to be avail
able for your kids to go on a
shooting spree.
What was their social histo
ry like? This is something that
needs to be examined before
fingers start being pointed for
blame. The parents may have
been verbally or physically abu
sive or they may have been
ridiculed at school. These types
of things are often the case for
hostility.
OK, let’s just say for the
moment that Grand Theft Auto
wasn’t the reason, but it was the
trigger point, the object that just
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Whaf Gxrand Vallem (-fade*tft Say abovf
OiVSU's $t\ide4& body...
According
to
the
Princeton Review, Grand
Valley State University stu
dents believe the following
about the school’s student
body:
Only 4 percent of Grand
Valley’s undergrads come
from out of state, so it should
n’t be surprising that GVSU’s
student body reflects the local
demographic make-up.
Along these lines, stu
dents tend to be “very reli
gious” — a fact that accounts
for the strong campus min
istry that many in “the Laker
family” applaud. Sometimes
pushed these kids over the edge
of sanity. The game had a rating
of “M”. I think a key aspect of
this is that games at that rating
are for people 17 years or older.
Neither of these kids were that
age. It is the sole responsibility
of the parents to sit down with
their children, explain to them
the concept of imagination and
entertainment and the concepts
of right and wrong. This isn’t
that hard people!
I hope this lawsuit from the
victim’s family is thrown out

the traditional (and, perhaps,
limited) views of the students
translate to very evident
“divisions based on class,
race and gender.”
But there are 16,000-plus
undergrads here, so look
around and you’ll find “com
pletely different views” pop
ping up. “Friendly” is a word
many students use to describe
their classmates.
How accurate do you
think this is? Send your
responses to: editorial@lan
thorn.com with “stereotypes ”
as the subject line.
soon. In no way is the death of
a man the game publisher or
maker's fault. Other angles of
this story need to be examined
to find the true cause of why
these boys thought it was OK
for them to open fire on civil
ians.
It’s poll time. Do you think
Take Two Interactive should be
held accountable for the death
of a man because of a video
game they published? Head out
to http://www.lanthom.com to
shout out your answer.

GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Our actions were justified

This letter is our response
to the widespread outrage over
our recent public protest of
“National Coming Out Day.”
Through chalk signs and
poster boards we communicat
ed the messages “homosexual
ity is sin,” “homosexuality is
vile.” “God isn’t into toler
ance” and “God says homo
sexuals are under His wrath."
These messages are the clear
teaching of the Scriptures in
the following passages:
Genesis 19:1-11, Leviticus
18:22 and 20:13, Romans
1:16-32, 1 Corinthians 6:9-11
and I Timothy 1:8-11.
In a letter to the Editor
published two weeks ago,
Jernxl Nickels wrote, “i have
problems with the time and
manner in w hich these opin
ions were expressed and
found the students' behavior
to be inappropriate, uncivil
and disrespectful of the views
of others.’1 After making chalk
signs on the sidewalk the
night before, we sat quietly
next to our poster boards on
the benches on the opposite
side of the clock tower from
where the event was being
held. We did not stand, we did
not wave our signs, and we
did not speak. For all that, our
message was heard loud and
clear. We do not respect the
views of homosexuals any
more than they respect ours,
nor are we required to. We
condemn homosexuality.
Mr. Nickels continued, “By
creating these malicious
signs...|they| were apparently
attempting to disrupt the event
and potentially alienate those
who would have benefited
from it.... In my mind, this is
a direct violation of the univer
sity's Anti-Harassment
Policy...” We were not
attempting to disrupt the event.
We were voicing the judgment
of God concerning homosexu
ality. Since homosexuality is
sin, how could anyone have
benefited from an event that
promotes homosexuality?
Those who could have benefit
ed were those who read and
were instructed by our signs. I
have read the university’s
Anti-Harassment Policy, and
the suggestion that what we
did was harassment is absurd.
Mr. Nickels asked, “Does
their faculty adviser condone
this sort of behavior?” Yes, he
does, and we wish to thank
him publicly for his unwaver
ing support. Mr. Nickels also
wondered, “If a group of stu
dent atheists decide to show
up at meetings of this group
with signs that read
“Christians are narrow-mind
ed bigots,” will the university
support their right to do soT
First of all. National Coming
Out Day was not a meeting of
any student organization. It
was a very public event that
was advertised across campus.
In contrast to the calm
demeanor we displayed, the
two students who in fact did

show up at our Christianity on
Campus meeting last
Thursday were determined to
disrupt. After one of them
threw a book on the table and
yelled hostile insults for sev
eral minutes, they left. No one
at the meeting could help but
note the incredible hypocrisy.
Finally, Mr. Nickels
asked us to consider, “What
would Jesus do?” The only
way to answer that question
is to read in Scripture what
Jesus did do, and what He
commands his followers to
do. In John 7:7, Jesus says
the world hates him
“because I testify of it that
its works are evil.” In
Matthew 5:11, Jesus encour
ages his disciples: “Blessed
are you when they revile and
persecute you, and say all
kinds of evil against you
falsely for my sake.”
Outrage over our actions is
understandable. We expected
as much. We’re encouraged.
Jason & Jonathan
Kuiper
Grand Valley students
need to rally support

I was stunned to hear the
reaction of the student section
during the Grand Valley foot
ball game as they played
Saginaw Valley this past week
end. Despite the 29 straight
GLIAC wins you would have
thought we were looking for
our first. Students questioning
the coaching methods and the
walking out in disgust. Anyone
can be a fan for a winning
national championship team,
but a team needs support the
most when they're not doing so
well. We have had the privilege
to watch an excellent team and
still is. There is no doubt that
this team can go places and the
Grand Valley fans should be
ready to cheer for them. It was
a single loss, one, thaLs it. Don’t
be a fan unless you can handle
both sides of the situation
because that is what a fan does.
He or she cheers no matter
what. Go Lakers!!
Jeff Stoll
Team needs more support

This is an open letter to
the students of Grand Valley
State in hopes to getting an
equal size student crowd of
last weeks game against
SVSU to next weeks game
against Mercy hurst. Yeah the
streak is over and, yeah, we
lost at home and, yeah, we
didn't play our best game
against a good Saginaw
Valley team. But I just hope
that the football team can get
the same kind of support next
weekend in the home finale
against Mercyhurst. I under
stand that since Mercyhurst is
the traditional doormat of the
GLIAC, the game should be
over before halftime but still I
would like to see the GVSU
students come out in style to
support this year’s seniors.
Remember folks that this is

the most winning senior class
in the history of GVSU. Since
they were first able to play in
2000, they have a total record
of 40-6. These seniors have
given a lot to Grand Valley
and we should be immensely
proud of them. They might
not have the great name
recognition of the previous
senior class with players like
Anes, Kircus, Banks, Lesniak,
Spearmon, Westrick and
Vaughn. But seniors like Dion
Charity, Mario Loccrichio,
Scott Martin, Scott Mackey,
Mike Hoad, Willie Gray,
Dustin Cole, Mike Holloway
have given as much to Grand
Valley football as their prede
cessors have. So I ask the
GVSU student body to finish
the way they started this year
with great support at our sen
ior game. Remember folks,
TRADITION NEVER
GRADUATES.

★

Sentence causes confusion

I would like to respond to
a letter written by Megan
Maibaum last week, titled
“Standing for Diversity Yet
Protesting is an Oxymoron.”
Ms. Maibaum quotes the
authors of the article
“Coming Out Day Protested”
and Christianity on Campus
president Jason Kuiper in
saying, “Kuiper said that he
encourages diversity of opin
ion, and that his organization
doesn’t think the university
shouldn’t allow- ‘this sort of
thing.’” Ms. Maibaum then
goes on a rant about how
ridiculous Kuiper’s statement
is.
My problem is not with
the point of her argument, it
is with the fact that she
apparently did not read
Kuiper’s statement.
According to the text of the
article. Kuiper said his
organization doesn’t think
the university shouldn’t
allow this kind of thing.
So, either Kuiper indeed
does think the university
should allow “this kind of
thing,” or he was misquoted by
the authors of the article, and
he opposes GVSU’s support of
Coming Out Day, in which
case Ms. Maibaum is correct.
In any case, this is a very
poorly-written statement.
The authors of this article,
Nate Hoekstra and Dianne
Christensen, should proof
read their articles before
sending them to the publish
er, because the sentence in
question is confusing and
misleading. Furthermore,
Ms. Maibaum should read
and understand a statement
before writing a response.
Andrew Moore
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Bison Messink

I>anthorn to blame for
readers’ opinions

You did a completely irre
sponsible and outnghtly stupid
thing by publishing the letter
“Standing for diversity yet
protesting is an oxymoron.”
The author of the fetter bases
her entire letter her own incor
rect reading of a quote. Last
week’s paper quoted the
leader of Christianity on
Campus as saying he doesn’t
think the university should not
allow “this kind of thing." The
misguided author of this letter
read the quote the exact oppo
site way that it should have
been, and went on to deride
Mr. Kuiper for it. I can think
of no possible condition under
which this letter should be
ublished. Either no one at the
anthom actually reads sub
mitted letters, or whoever read
it decided that it was still a
good idea to publish a letter
that is based 100 percent on
something that is not true. If I
sent you a letter quoting that
Mr. Kuipers said that “fags
should be kicked out of
school,” and then went on to
say mean things about Mr.
Kuiper, would you print that?
The bottom line is that
you owe this gentleman an
apology. It is an embarrass
ment to the university that
such carelessness has been
taken on this. This letter
should never have been pub
lished. If I were Mr. Kuipers
I would have mind to seek a
libel suit. A public apology
ought to be made.
Also, when editing letters,
please do not change grammat
ically correct sentences so that
they are grammatically incor
rect. Someone at the Lanthorn
took it upon himself to add
“and” to the end of the last sen-
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Note from the editor:

Letters to the editor are
printed in their original form.
Any errors, grammatical or
otherwise, are the responsi
bility of the writer to correct.
Diversity is misused word

This is RE Megan
Maibaum’s letter to the editor
in this week's Lanthorn... her
piece is entitled “Standing for
Diversity yet protesting is an
oxymoron.”
“Do gay people go to
Christian Churches on Easter
or Christmas and protest?" No,
we go to church to pray and
worship God, just like some
of you “straight people!”
“Standing for diversity, yet
protesting is an oxymoron” is
the title of Megan Maibaum’s
letter to the editor, yet: Didn't
protesters in the Civil Rights
Movement stand for diversity?
How about the Woman's Right
Movement... they were protest
ing; they wanted diversity, right?
It’s time for people to stop
using the word “diversity” as
their mantra if they’re not
going to respect other's opin
ions... even if they were dis
played with no tact as was the
case two weeks ago.
I am a gay man, and a
Christian, and yet I can appre
ciate that the “Christian’s on
Campus” have strong beliefs,
and although I believe their
delivery of those beliefs was
tactless, I still applaud their
guts to stand if front of a
crowd and defend their beliefs.

„___ ■ M

Chris Frederick
Crossing guards act as
efficient public servants

I am a bus driver for The
Rapid — the bus company that
operates the buses between the
Allendale campus of GVSU
and Pew campus downtown.
I’ve been driving on your cam
pus for several years now. In
that time, you’ve obviously
grown tremendously in size.
There are many many more
students crossing from one area
to another on campus.
Navigating a bus safely from
Lake Michigan Dr. to Kirkhof
has sometimes been a chal
lenge due to all of the cars,
bicycles and students on the
roads. However, GVSU wisely
added public safety officers to
help maintain safety for every
one. These students act as
crossing guards at all of the
major intersections and help
direct the flow of traffic. I real
ly want to compliment all of
these students. They help the
buses out a tremendous amount
by assisting the buses in getting
through campus as quickly and
safely as possible. They are out
there in all sorts of horrible
weather directing students at
the crosswalks and holding up
or waving on vehicular traffic.
Without them, my job would
be considerably more difficult.
In addition, the time it takes to
get a bus from Lake Michigan
Dr to and from Kirkhof would
be much longer, resulting in
delays for the students and pro
fessors trying to get to class. So
thank you very much, GVSU
for funding this service and the
public safety students them
selves who assist us so much.
Katy Newberg
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This is in response to Nick
Cluley’s letter about the
Common/Black Eyed Peas
show. He was on point about
how most of the people in
there were just standing while
Common Sense rocked the
house and Black Eyed Peas
did their thing; but c’mon
dawg, MC Picasso showing up
Common? Please. That kid
was WACK. If anyone else
there noticed, he mumbled so
ou could barely hear any of
is rhymes, and his voice was
so high-pitched he makes BReal sound like Barry White!
Props for getting up there, but
I think he needs a little more
time in the game before he
comes tighter than Com Sense.

Christopher McMullin

3 ATMs on Campus

■*■*•*■
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Picasso wack on concert
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Is Nick Cluley serious? It is
bad enough that 15,000 under
grads (myself included) missed
tne concert. Now he wants 90
percent of those who did attend
to avoid it as well? Taking
numbers from Nate Hoekstra's
review, if 90 percent of the stu
dents present left as suggested,
the action packed hip-hop con
cert woula have been per
formed for 130 students.
Again, using Nate's numbers,
the ticket sales would have
been less than $2(XX). This
would have left a $104,000
hole in the spotlight budget.
Eighty grand is bad enough, but
six figures is a ridiculous loss.
So thank you 90 percent for
showing up and easing the bur
den of the latest one-hit wonder
concert to grace our campus.

tence of my letter. The end of
the sentence should have read
“slamming a cross on the
ground, asked “Isn’t one
enough?” It was a gerund
clause of on going action that
was interrupted with the past
tense “asked”. Yet adding the
conjunction “and” truncated
the gerund clause, making it a
fragment, and quite painful to
read. I realize tnat the sentence
as I had written it was some
what awkward, and not a great
sentence, but it was in fact cor
rect in its original form. Every
time I read letters to the editor I
cringe at the way that GVSU
students are unable to write in
sentences, but I now realize
that it is not the authors who
are the problem, but the illiter
ate Lanthorn editors. This is
embarrassing to me as a writer.
Please take more care so that
you do not make mistakes
under another person’s name.

I^ck of people, lack of
money were bad enough
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Greeks gather food for local food banks
■ Lambda Chi Alpha
participates in
international food drive
for local communities
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorti

This week all the chapters of
Lambda Chi Alpha in the United
States and Canada are participat

ing in an annual food drive.
Every year on the first Saturday
of November, the international
fraternity, including the local
chapter at Grand Valley State
University, donates food to com
munity food banks.
Shawn
Welker, alumni
adviser of the local chapter and
1998 GVSU graduate, said this
is the largest one-day food drive
in North America. The week
leading up to the donation day is
spent collecting food from area
neighborhoods.

The members of the fraterni
ty go door-to-door, leaving area
houses with empty paper bags.
They attach a note to the bags
explaining their purpose and
asking everyone to donate to the
cause. The note also explains
when to leave the donations out
side their doors for pickup.
On the designated day, the
members then revisit the houses
and retrieve any donations. Each
chapter chooses where the col
lected food items are donated.
The GVSU chapter donates to

GV holds
literacy
summit

Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand
Valley
State
University students found time
outside studying and everything
else in their busy lives to help
people in need in the communi
ty for National Make A
Difference Day on Oct. 25.
The GVSU Office of Student
Life worked in conjunction with
Grand Rapids Community
College and Davenport College
to organize the day. About 3(H)
students turned out to lend help
ing hand, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at various sites in Grand Rapids,
such as Mel Trotter Ministries,
YMCA. Meals on Wheels.
Habitat for Humanity and many
others. An anchor from Wood
TV 8 is serving as a speaker.
Sara Kennedy, a GVSU stu
dent coordinator for MADD,
said many of these places can
use volunteers because there is
not enough staff to do all that
needs to be done.
“It is hard for them when
there is so much to be done,"
Kennedy said. "It is amazing
what they have to do. We did a
lot of cleanup work and organi
zation work. Some of these

Grand Valley Lanthorn

to be involved.”
Several of the returning
authors and illustrators also
mentioned the increase in size of
the conference.
“It’s definitely bigger jthan
last
year],”
said
Kevin
Kammeraad, an author and illus
trator who attended last year's
conference.
“It’s obviously fulfilling a
need,” said Jeffrey Wilhelm, a
featured speaker at this year's
conference who was also present
at the first GVSU celebrate liter
acy conference.
Wilhelm, whose talks included
“Boys and Books: Bringing Them
Together” and “Action Strategics
for
Readers:
Deepening
Comprehension with Think
Alouds and Process Drama,” men
tioned the importance of celebrat
ing and encouraging literacy.
“If kids can’t read or write
they can't learn science or math
or anything,” Wilhelm said. “It’s
the foundation competencies of
all learning.”
“A lot of people here . . .
really care about kids, and for
me,” Michigan author Gary

Bower said. “That's what writ
ing's all about..
This was Bower's first time
at the conference, and he said he
was pleased with the event.
“1 enjoyed it very much, it’s
my first time here,” he said.
Another first-time guest who
enjoyed the event was Margaret
Willey, a writer who is an alum
na of GVSU. Willey said it was
good to come back to the uni
versity for the conference.
“It's wonderful for me to be
back at a conference at the col
lege where I learned to write,”
Willey said.
This year's conference,
organized by 11 committee mem
bers from the university library,
and the English and education
departments, was attended by and
involved many other writers and
illustrators, including Stephanie
Kammeraad. Christine MacLean,
Patricia Polacco, Lisa Wheeler.
Carri Wilson. Sue Stauffacher,
Crystal Bowman. Lori McElrathEslick, Shirley Neitzel, Carolyn
Stich. Jane Stroschin and Gijsbert
and
Robbyn
Smith
van
Frankenhuyzen.

Clothesline Project now on display
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The words and pictures on
the display of T-shirts in the
Grand Valley State University
Kirkhof Center on Monday, told
the story of domestic, violence
and assault that many women
endure every day. The display of
the Clothesline Project: “You
can Batter My Body, But You
can’t Touch My Spirit,” allows
victims to speak about the vio
lence they have endured in an
anonymous way.
“It creates a visual way to
show violence against women,”
said Adrienne Trier, graduate
assistant at the Women’s Center.
Women can express them
selves by this and write words or
draw pictures to symbolize the
traumatic events they have been
through.
“It is however the women
want to express themselves,”
Trier said. “Some people make
them for a friend. Some say
what they wanted to say to their
attacker.”
The colors of the T-shirts can
symbolize certain things in some
areas. A red T-shirt may symbol
ize violence, a blue T-shirt
means domestic violence and a
white T-shirt is in memory of
someone who passed.
This experience is often very
therapeutic for many women,
allowing them to express this
traumatic time in their lives.
Trier said.
This is the second year this
event was displayed at GVSU.
There are many T-shirt displays in

Welker said some schools
with larger chapters are able to
collect even more, sometimes as
much as 1 (K).(KK) pounds of food
on their own.
After all the food is weighed
and boxed, the totals are added
up nationally. Coles said this
year Lambda Chi Alpha hopes to
accumulate three million pounds
of food between all the chapters.
The local fraternity, which
has been at GVSU since 1992,
participates in many other fund-

raisers as well, such as collect
ing pop tabs for dialysis, which
raises funds for the DeVos
Children’s Hospital and partici
pating in Relay for Life.
Lambda Chi Alpha can also
be seen every year on campus
taking turns on a giant teeter-tot
ter in the first week of schix)l.
This is for its Teeter-Totter-aThon, a two-day event that rais
es money for the Children’s
Miracle Network.

Students lend a helping hand

Thomas Armantrout
Grand
Valley
State
University observed its sixth
annual
Celebrate
Literacy
Conference on Oct. 24 and 25
with 20 authors and illustrators,
many of them Michigan natives,
and 12 presenters.
“We have an exceptional
group of speakers,” said Jill Van
Antwerp, a GVSU professor of
English and member of the
Literacy
Conference
Committee.
Van Antwerp also described
the conference as “extremely
important” for both teachers and
students interested in teaching.
Liz Storey, professor of edu
cation at GVSU and conference
chairperson, said the conference
was aimed primarily at teachers
and students desiring to become
teachers, but said the conference
was not limited in who it
approached.
“We want to promote this to
anybody ... [who] wants to pro
mote literacy,” Storey said. “(It]
could be anybody just interested
in helping somebody else [with
literacy |.”
The year’s conference sessions
were devoted to such issues as
“Working
with
Struggling
Readers,” “New Books,” “Poetry,”
“Literacy and Technology” and
many other subjects.
The conference also drew a
much larger crowd than last
year. Storey said. This year’s
conference attracted 470 regis
tered attendees, more than a
hundred attendees than last
year's conference.
“We’ve continued to grow,”
Storey said. “Every year we’ve
had good increases.”
Storey
attributes
this
increase to the continued suc
cess of each individual confer
ence. She said many people have
heard of the conference and are
now interested in being part of
the event.
“Now people are looking for
it,” Storey said. “They just want

God's Kitchen in downtown
Grand Rapids.
Welker believes this food
drive has been a tradition with
the local chapter since it has
been at GVSU. In the past it usu
ally aimed to collect about KM)
pounds of food per participating
member.
Brian Coles, the fraternity’s
ritual chair and a senior at
GVSU, believes the goal for this
year is 8.5(H) pounds, an increase
over last year’s 5,5(H) pounds.

high schools and other colleges
across the United States and sev
eral GVSU student organizations
thought it would be a creative
way to do their part in the fight
against violence, Trier said.
Some GVSU students made
the T-shirts displayed, as well as
many members of the Ottawa
County community.
The T-shirt idea is derived
from the history of women
doing laundry and talking while
they work. Many times their sto
ries of victims of violence would
come out.
“Doing laundry has always
been considered women's work,
and, in the days of close-knit
neighborhoods, women often
exchanged information over back
yard fences while hanging their
clothes out to dry,” said Carol A.
Chicetto of East Dennis Mass.,
chair of the project's steering
committee, according to a press
release. “The concept was simple
— let each woman tell her own
story, in her own unique and hang
it out for all to see. It was a way of
airing society's dirty laundry.”
The display extended across
the Kirkhof Center.
“It is just huge,” Trier said.
“We’re hoping it makes a point
to many people."
According to the National
Coalition for Domestic Violence,
every year 1,400 die as a result
of violence or domestic violence.
The number of women killed by
their partners is greater than the
amount killed in the Vietnam
War. Only 572,000 assaults by
intimate partners are reported
each year, but it is estimated the

places needed to be painted and
little fixing up things. We boxed
up food at Meals and Wheels
and helped out with basketball
camp at the YMCA.”
About 10 to 30 students
worked at each sight.
Tom Hakim, a GVSU junior
and three time participator of
MADD, was a site leader this
year. He led a group of about 30
students at Hagar Park in
Jenison. The team helped restore
the stream there, by raking and
smoothing out the banks and
removing rocks. They seeded
the banks and placed a protec
tive covering over them to help
prevent further erosion.
“It really was an educational
experience," Hakim said. “1
enjoyed it.”
Hakim worked the last two
years at the rescue mission in
Grand Rapids.
“My group really enjoyed
the work they were given to do
since they were able to see that
they were making an immediate
and substantial impact to help
the eroding stream,” Hakim
said.
He said he enjoys participat
ing with MADD and working in
the community because it allows

students to help out even if it is
just for one day. He said it shows
students the variety of ways he
or she can volunteer.
"It may open some doors for
volunteering that students may
have never known even existed,
as well as motivate them into
wanting to become more active
members of their community,
both on and off campus,” he
said.
If any one is interested in
participating in next year's
MADD or would like more
information visit the Web Site at
ww.usaweekend.com/diffday or
call the Office of Student Life at
(616) 331-2345. The day is
sponsored by the Points of Light
organization.
The organizations the stu
dents volunteered at are: Mel
Trotter, Creston Neighborhood
Assoc., Care Tree Adult Day
Services
Hager
Creek
Restoration, SECOM Ministries,
Gerontology Network, Well
House, Habitat for Humanity,
Bridge St. Clean-up, West Grand
Development Corp., YMCA, St.
James Elementary, Animal
Shelter, Affordable Housing
Hope Community and Seniors
Meals on Wheels.

Group to promote awareness
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Grand Valley State
University Chapter of the
National Society of Black
Engineers is hosting a candy
drive on Nov. 23 from noon to 4
p.m. in the Kirkhof Center to
fund educational seminars for
the organization.
“You don't have to be an
engineer major to join.” said
Aaron Wilkerson, public rela
tions chair for the NSBE, “but
one of our main goals is to pro
mote it.”
One of the main goals of the
organization is to create aware
ness of minority students in the
engineering field, as well as
increasing the number of minor
ity engineers.
It encourages members to
seek advanced degrees in the

engineering discipline or related
fields.
The group attends different
seminars through out the coun
try with the hundreds of other
chapters from the other colleges
and universities with in the
United States.
The seminars teaches them
valuable interviewing tech
niques. tips on writing resumes
and networking skills through
several hands on workshops.
They can network with the two
national magazines NSBE
Magazine and the NSBE Bridge
and other organizations.
"One of the main purposes
of this [seminars| is to build net
working skills between busi
nesses,” Wilkerson said. “ It also
gives us an opportunity to find
internships, to meet the other
members of the organizations
and to help each other.”
Wilkerson said the confer-

ences also help the group devel
op different program ideas, to
find creative ways to promote
their organization and recruit
members.
“We’re trying to recruit new
and fresh members to move the
organization in a new direction,”
he said.
The NSBE with all the chap
ters combined, is one of the
largest student-run organizations
in the country and has more than
1(),(HH) members.
NSBE is comprised of more
than 250 chapters on college and
university campuses and more
than 50 Alumni Extension chap
ters nation wide. The chapters
arc geographically divided into
six regions.
The GVSU chapter is attend
ing a regional conference in
Detroit in November and a
national one in the spring.

Expert advice

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Hurrah

Adrienne Trier of the Women’s
Center works on setting up the
shirts for the Clothesline Proiect.

two to four million women arc
battered each year. At least
170.(HH) of these crimes are seri
ous enough to require hospital
ization, emergency room care or
a doctor’s attention. Every year,
about 132 .(HH) women report that
they have been the victims of
rape or attempted rape and more
than half of them knew their
attackers. It is estimated that two
to six times that many women
arc raped and do not report it.
Every year 1.2 million women
are forcibly raped by their cur
rent or previous partner, at least
once and sometimes more than
that, according to the U.S.
Department of Justice.
"Many people who arc being
abused do not sec themselves as
victims," said Kathy Ransom,
GVSU public safety officer. “
Also, abusers do not see themPLEASE SEE PROJECT, A7

Grand Valley luinlhorn / Will Hurrah

Renowned journalist Helen Thomas
spoke to students and staff Tuesday
about her experience while working for
the press. Thomas worked for a news
wire service for 57 years and now works
as a columnist for “The Hurst.”
4
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Student swings back into school after service
■ Lance CpI. Greg
Loveland returns to
class after serving in
the Persian Gulf
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Greg Loveland, a Grand
Valley State University engi
neering major learned the value
of little freedoms and the impor
tance of family when he was
deployed on a mission for the
U.S. War on Terrorism in
January 2002. The lance corpo
ral Marine reservist was sent to
Iraq and Kuwait with his unit
Bridge Company Alpha for six
months and returned during the
summer.
It was especially hard for
Loveland when he was deployed
to assist in the war, because he
was only home for a month from
another six month deployment
in South America.
“I had to drop all my classes
in the winter semester and talk to

my adviser,” he said. “It was
hard leaving again. At that point
1 felt like 1 had no control over
anything.”
He has had a difficult time
adjusting back to classes again.
This semester is the first time he
has been a full-time student in
over a year, due to his duties in
the Marines. He graduated from
a community college in May
2(X)2 with an associate’s degree
in science. He has trouble just
sitting down studying and get
ting in to the routine of classes.
He still thinks about his time
over seas and the rigorous
schedule.
“I think it is going to take me
a few more months not being in
deployment to really get used to
being
in
school
again,”
Loveland said. “It is hard to
believe someone is not giving
me orders every minute.”
Loveland learned from his
time over seas that he took little
things for granted, such as free
dom, a hot shower and a hot
meal.
“It was really little things
that bothered me,” he said.
“Showering and trying to shave

in cold water. There was no run
ning water in some places. I
went close to two months with
out showering.”
These were minor things
compared to missing his friends
and family.
“It was hard leaving every
thing behind,” he said.
His whole demeanor for the
world changed over in Iraq and
Kuwait. He constantly had to be
looking out for a potential
enemy.
“For a while I was worried,
but then I got used to it,” he said.
“You learn to deal with it.”
His unit helped repair a
bridge over the Tigris River so
they could cross it. They did
numerous other repairs to roads
and bridges.
“Some of the roads looked
like they were in the process of
being built and then it stopped ”
Loveland said. “Some of the
highways had huge holes.”
One of the hardest things to
adjust to was the heat.
Sometimes it reached 120
degrees. The reservists still had
to wear their full uniform and
ammunition despite the hot tem

Rachel Mavis
Grand Valley Lanthorn

For the past two decades,
Grand Valley State University
has honored student leaders by
presenting the highest student
leadership award, the Kenneth
R. Venderbush Leadership
Award, to a graduating senior.
This year the honor has
extended to include the a new
award, the Office of Student
Life
Immediate
Impact
Recognition Award.
Dr. Kenneth R. Venderbush
began his career at GVSU in
1969. Previously he served as
an associate professor and act
ing dean of William James
College. When he began at
GVSU in 1969, he served as
vice president for Student
Affairs, a title he held for the
next four years.
Venderbush worked hard
and was very committed to his
position during his time at
GVSU.
He strove to help students
have input in the decision
making process. He also saw
student leadership participa
tion as a learning tool.
Since 1983, GVSU has
given its highest Student
Leadership, the Kenneth R.
Venderbush Leadership Award,
to a graduating senior. The
award is presented each April
at the GVSU awards banquet.
According to the requirements
for receiving this award, the
recipient must have “made a
significant leadership contri
bution to student life at Grand
Valley” and demonstrated “a
strong commitment to academ
ics.”
Past recipients have includ
ed David Silk, Ebony Parker,
Ben Witt, Alexa Vitek. Jamie
Ramsey, Maribeth Perreault,
Sarah
Aebig,
Stephanie

PROJECT
continued from page A6
selves as being abusive. People
often think of domestic violence as
physical violence, such as hitting.
However, domestic violence
takes other forms, such as psy
chological, emotional, or sexual
abuse.”
Ransom said domestic vio
lence is about one person in a
relationship using a pattern of
behaviors to control the other
person. It can happen to people
who are married or not married;
heterosexual, gay or lesbian; liv
ing together, separated or dating.
She said some signs of abuse
are the following things if they
are repeated and are: pushing.

Tassier, Edward Cardenas and
many more.
In the fall of 1999, the uni
versity honored Venderbush’s
memory in another way. They
began an ongoing series of
community leadership lec
tures.
These lectures are made
possible by a gift from
Venderbush's family.
The
Venderbush
Leadership Series offers two to
three lectures each year. The
lectures are by a leader in the
community, including both
GVSU alumni and past
Venderbush award winners.
The program also recognizes
outstanding student leaders in
the community.
Past speakers at the series
have
included
George
Heartwell, Jr., city commis
sioner of Grand Rapids; Juan
Olivarez, President of Grand
Rapids Community College;
Patricia
Newby,
Superintendent
of Grand
Rapids Public Schools; Dirk
Koning, executive director of
Grand Rapids Community
Media Center; Chris Barbee,
director of Alumni Relations
for GVSU; and Joel Orosz, dis
tinguished
professor
of
Philanthropic
Studies
at
GVSU, among others.
This year's speaker was be
Rev. George Heartwell. The
lecture took place Oct. 29 from
noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Grand
River Room in Kirkhof.
Heartwell is the Lead
Partner of the Aquinas College
Community
Leadership
Institute. He administers an
undergraduate
major
in
Community Leadership at
Aquinas and is also involved in
leadership development among
nonprofit
organizations
throughout the area. He has
also served on the Grand
Rapids City Commission and
as a pastor. He has also served
on community boards and is a
candidate for Mayor of Grand
Rapids.
Chad Garland, assistant
director of Student Life, the
Office of Student Life said
they have created a new award
hitting, slapping, choking, kick
ing or biting; threatening you,
your children, other family
members or pets; threatening
suicide to get you to do some
thing; using or threatening to
use a weapon against you keep
ing or taking your paycheck;
puts you down or makes you
feel bad forcing you to have sex
or to do sexual acts you do not
want or like keeping you from
seeing your friends, family or
from going to work.
The co-sponsors for the
event are: Women’s Center,
Center for Women in Transition.
WIVC
Women’s
Issues
Volunteer Corps, Forge and the
feminist student group The
Clothesline.

Loveland has served in the
Marines for almost four years
and has another two years left.
He does not care if he is sent
again to aid in a war.
“It doesn’t really bother me
to go again,” he said. “1 did it
once, so it doesn’t really make a
difference if I have to do it
again. I am kind of used to being
deployed.”
Loveland is in the process of
earning a bachelor’s degree in
engineering from GVSU, so if
he is deployed again, he hopes it
is not too soon so he can fulfill
his goal.

Is

someone

Courtesy of Greg L

Lance CpI. Greg Loveland is a US
Marine Corps reservist.

you

know

considering
abortion?

So did my mother...

New leadership award offered
■ The Office of
Student Life is offering
a new leadership
awardfor students

peratures.
“I would drink insane
amounts of water before ntxin and
I was still dehydrated,” he said.
He said he did make friends
from this experience. He was
deployed with many young men
from West Michigan, with whom
he had endured fxx>t camp.
“Everyone starts to know
each other,” he said. “We had to
live with each other for six
months, go to b(X)t camp and
engineer schooling together. It is
a pretty big experience we all
had together. It brings you clos
er. I still talk to some of them."

this year, which is the
Immediate Impact Recognition
Award.
“This award is to honor one
student from each GVSU stu
dent organization who has
impacted their organization
this year,” Garland said.
This award is to “recognize
student leaders who have
demonstrated an immediate
commitment to their organiza
tion and have shown willing
ness to bring energy.”
For any details about
requirements or nominations,
contact the Office of Student
Life, located in Kirkhof, or email Leadership@gvsu.edu.

...but she found a solution
we both could live with.
Adoption is a

positive option,
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Many students gain unwanted weight during their college years. This can be caused by a an
increase in alcohol consumption and/or a change in eating patterns .
GVSU and ALERT Lab’s promote healthy lifestyles.
By eliminating alcohol, eating healthy, and exercising regularly

•

ALERT helps GVSU avoid the effects of dangerous drinking by promoting healthy lifestyles.
This includes abstaining from using alcohol. If you choose to use alcohol, drink in moderation.
Moderation means a maximum of one drink per day for women and two per day for men.

•

The Fieldhouse opens early (6:30 am) and closes late (11:30pm). A variety
of equipment is available to aid in cardiovascular and weight training.
• Looking for something different? The pool is also
open seven days a week for lap and open swim.
• Is climbing your thing? Visit the indoor climbing wall between
5pm and 11 pm on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday.

•

•

GVSU offers many aerobic classes including: Kick Fit,
the Grind, Yoga, Ab-Lab, Spinning, and Step classes.
The Counseling Center is available to assist with questions concerning
eating disorders, sexual identity, pregnancy, and illness (1-3266).

is Smart Management of Alcohol!
ALERT, 331-2537,alert@gvsu.edu
616.80?.4 1 70
• : . I it! :l!t< i
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616.454.2665
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GVSU looks to extend streak to two
■ Laherstame
Timberwolves in
33-14 toad victory
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Last Saturday was an impor
tant game for Brian Kelly and
his
Grand
Valley
State
University
football
team.
Coming off of its first loss since
the
2001
National
Championship, Kelly wanted to
see how his young team would
react after a defeat.
The Lakers were defeated by
the Saginaw Valley State
University Cardinals Oct. 18 by
a score of 34-20 and took to the
road to face Northwood
University last Saturday.
“Play angry,” Kelly said he
told his team before Saturday’s
game
at
Northwood.
“Remember how it felt when
Saginaw was celebrating on
your field. You want to take it
out on somebody, take it out on
your next opponent.”
The Lakers did just that, tak
ing the Timberwolves to a 33-14
victory on the strength of
Michael Tennessee’s 49 carries
for 189 yards.
The Laker defense, entering
the game as first in the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference in fewest total yards
allowed, as well as run and pass
ing yards allowed per game,
held Northwood to 157 yards on
the ground, 59 passing yards and
216 total yards.
Northwood got on the board
first, taking advantage of a
botched punt by GVSU. The
Timberwolves scored two plays
later on a 3-yard run by Chris
Gruse. Northwood led 7-0 less
than three minutes into the
game.
The Lakers came right back
and drove 74 yards on seven
plays capped by a Micah Staley
12-yard touchdown catch from
quarterback Cullen Finnerty.
“That was huge momentum
because we came right back and
negated
that
[Northwood]
score,” Kelly said.
After the GVSU extra point
failed, the Lakers still trailed 7-6
but for less than three minutes,
the time it took for GVSU to
recover a fumble on the ensuing
kickoff and kick a 35-yard field
goal by David Hendrix to make
the score 9-6.
With six minutes left in the
first half GVSU struck again,
this time Finnerty connected
with Brian Langston on a 5-yard
pass for the score to make the
game 17-7 after a Hendrix extra
point.
The Lakers again had the
ball deep in Northwood territory
when Finnerty’s pass was inter
cepted by Char Hughes and
Northwood took over on its own
six-yard line. Three plays later
Northwood’s Robert Height
broke loose for a 90-yard run for

the Timberwolves touchdown
cutting GVSU’s lead to 17-14 at
halftime.
The long run was the result
of a “missed assignment,” Kelly
said.
“We just flat out missed an
assignment,” he said. “The guy
that was assigned to the pitch
took the quarterback.”
The second half was owned
by the Lakers as they controlled
the ball for 24:11 of the 30
minute half. All the time spent
on the field was taking its toll on
the Northwood defense.
“They were dead tired in the
third quarter,” Kelly said. “We
made a lot of mistakes offen
sively or we would have broke it
open earlier. But credit our kids,
they kept at it, even though they
took two steps forward, three
steps back at times, they kept
pushing and playing.”
The third quarter was a
scoreless affair but early in the
fourth quarter Tennessee scored
the first of his two touchdowns
with a 1-yard run to make the
score 23-14 GVSU.
With five and a half minutes
left to play Tennessee hit paydirt
again with a 5-yard run. Hendrix
put the final points of the game
on the board with a 25-yard field
goal with 25 seconds left in the
game to give the Lakers the 3314 victory.
With the exception of the
Timberwolves 90-yard scoring
play Kelly said he was pleased
with how the Laker defense
played.
“They got 157 yards rushing,
take that 90 away and that’s an
incredible performance,” Kelly
said. “Flay after play, after play,
they couldn’t run the football on
us, other than that one play. We
forced them to do something
they can’t do and that’s throw
the ball.”
Finnerty threw for 140 yards
on 17-of-26 passing before hav
ing to leave the game with what
Kelly said was a “AC sprain of
his throwing arm.” He will be
evaluated day to day and is
questionable for Saturday.
Tennessee rushed for 189
yards on a new team record 49
carries. Kelly said that the
Lakers wanted to run the ball at
Northwood and keep the potent
pass rushers away from Finnerty
who suffered a mild concussion
against Saginaw.
“We wanted a physical
game, we wanted to go after
them.” Kelly said. “We felt that
one of their weaknesses was if
we got after the them man to
man we could control the line of
scrimmage. Secondly we want
ed to limit what we did with
Cullen. Thirdly, the game
unfolded in such a way that gave
us good looks to run the ball.”
The Lakers improved to 7-1,
6-1 in the GLIAC, while
Northwood drops to 4-4, 4-3.
Next for GVSU is a date with
the Lakers from Mercyhurst
Saturday at Lubbers Stadium at
7 p.m.

Grand Valley Lanthorn ! Will Harrah

GVSU running back Michael Tennessee pushes through the Northwood defense in last Saturday’s matchup against the Timberwolves. Tennessee broke
GVSU’s record for most carries in a game with 49 carries, six more than the previous record of 43 carries.

MERCYHURST

Battle of the Lakers
GVSU and Mercyhurst match up in GVSU’s homefinale
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn

This Saturday the No. 6
Lakers of Grand Valley State
University welcome the Lakers
of Mercyhurst College to
Lubbers Stadium. GVSU is
looking to rebuild a host of win
ning streaks that were snapped
two weeks ago by the hands of
the Saginaw Valley State
University Cardinals.
SVSU snapped the Lakers’
consecutive victories at home
(25), in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference (29) and wins in the
regular season (29).
Last Saturday the Lakers
defeated
the
Northwood
Timberwolves 33-14 to get back
on the winning track, and look
to do so for the first time at
home since the loss to the No. 2
Cardinals.
Mercyhurst will enter
Saturday coming off a 27-24
victory over Indianapolis and
with a 4-4 record, 3-4 in the
GLIAC.
GVSU comes into the game
with a 7-1, 6-1 record and has
outscored Mercyhurst 121-27 in
their previous two meetings and

has won all five
games between
the two schools
and in only one
of those games
has
GVSU
been held to
less than 45
points.
Mercyhurst
has struggled
offensively
this year, espe
cially on the
ground.
Mercyhurst is
averaging 59.4
yards
a
game —last in
the
GLIAC,
have
a
1.7yards/carry
average
and
have amassed
only 416 total
yards rushing.
Mercyhurst also boasts the
GLIAC’s third from the bottom
passing game averaging 162.6
yards/game.
Earlier
this
season
Mercyhurst was held to 67 yards
of total offense with 3 yards
rushing against Ferris State
University on Oct. 18. Also on

Oct.
4
Mercyhurst
was
taken
down to 66
yards rushing
Kelly said
that all season
the
GVSU
defense
has
wanted to stop
opposing run
ning backs and
this week will
be no different.
“We don't
center
our
game-plan
based upon sta
tistics,” Kelly
said
about
Mercyhurst
running woes.
“We base it
upon what we
do, and our
defense will continue to have the
same philosophy and that is to
stop the run and when we do that
[we’ll] get them in third and
long situations.”
As for the Laker offense,
GVSU enters the game with the
GLIAC’s highest scoring offense
(39.7 points/game) and No. 1
rushing game behind junior run

ning back Michael Tennessee,
averaging 121.9 yards per game
and broke the GVSU record for
carries in a game with 49 and ran
for 189 yards last week.
While the Mercyhurst defense
will come into Saturday giving up
25 points a game and 143.7 yards
on the ground, Kelly said the
Lakers will be looking for anoth
er big game from Tennessee and
the GVSU running game.
“We would obviously like to
run the football, that’s our
strength, so we have to find
ways to run the ball and other
teams know that,” Kelly said.
Despite the one-sided statis
tics Kelly preaches caution to
those who would assume
Saturday will be a cakewalk for
the Lakers of GVSU.
“Grand Valley’s football
team has a small margin for
error,” Kelly said. “If we don’t
play very well we can lose to
anybody. We were barely up at
halftime against Northern. We
were barely up going into the
third quarter against Hillsdale. If
you look at all of our games, our
margin is not very big.”
Saturday is the last home
game for the Lakers in the regu
lar season. Kickoff is at 7 p.m.

Laker dance team looks to make its dreams come true
Ken Wisniewski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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The Laker dance team practices routines in the dance studio in preparation
for games and their upcoming Nationals competition.

Other
news

ESPN has been covering the
national dance competitions
from Disney World for years.
This year the Laker Dance Team
are looking to be a part of the
excitement.
The dance team takes pride in
promoting Laker spirit by dancing
and getting the fans into the game.
“I’m a huge sports fan,"
Jennifer Pulich said. “I don’t just
get into it just because I’m danc
ing; I’m, like, a die-hard fan. I
get to show that through my
dancing and I know a lot of the
girls are actually interested in
the actual game.”
The team performs sideline
dances that are based on a short
eight-count movement. The main
showcase is during the half time,
where the team is limited to a
minute to a minute and half per
formance. This dance is choreo
graphed before the game and is the
team’s main focus on the night.
“The most embarrassing part,
is dancing in front of the student
section,” Pulich said about her

most unnerving situation while
dancing. “It’s...just because
they’re so close to you and you’re
doing your thing and wondering
what your peers are thinking about
you.”
Co-captains Carolyn Malak
and Ashley Teat have their hands
full in trying to keep the club
organized by doing fund-raising
drives and other activities to help
support the program along with
the normal college student stress
es. The ladies have to the Find time
to attend practices, athletic events,
clinics/camps, and fund-raisers.
“It helps prepare with budg
eting your time as well as setting
your priorities,” Teat said. “It
also helps us be the leader in
everything we do.”
Because the dance team is a
club and isn’t funded by the ath
letic department, it has to raise
much of its own funds to pay for
equipment and competitions.
The Office of Student Life
does provide a set amount of
funding for the club to use
throughout the year. The dance
team has used the funding given
this year towards camp and to
pay a portion of the entry fee

required to compete in the
National Dance Competition.
In April, the Laker Dance Team
has plans on making its first appear
ance in the competition. Through
fund-raising activities the team has
set a goal of nearly $8,000, in order
to cover the expenses of the trip to
the nationals.
During the summer the team
organized car washes and refund
able bottle drives, now it has
turned to methods such as setting
up cans on counters around the
campus to collect spare change.
So far, the most profitable fund
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The Laker Dance Team and the GVSU cheerleaders put on a show for
spectators at the 2002 pep-rally.

Sports

Downtown

The Laker swimming
and diving teams started
their seasons with wins
in two competitions last
weekend, and by setting
a new varsity record.

The Cook DeVos Center
for Health Sciences is
also serving as an art
gallery, with 330 works
on display. Also see
photo spread, page B8.
r

raising has been through volun
teering their time to work auc
tions for wildlife organizations.
As a student organization, at
times the team runs into prob
lems getting the necessary
equipment or vehicle. With the
help of Office of Student Life
Coordinator Michele Golightly,
the team has been able to order
uniforms and gear along with
getting set up with the needed
transportation to and from dance
camp.

B5

A&E
1998 GVSU Alumnus
Kevin Kaamerad has
found a successful career
as an author of children's
books, including "The
Tomato Collection."
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St. Margaret Mary Catholic Church

Society of St. Pius X
Traditional Latin Mass

Tennis takes fifth at tournament
■ The Laker’s lose
dose games and
end fifth in the
GLIAC conference

Sunday Mass 2:00 pm
11J52 Broun St.
Allendale, Ml 49401

Adam Parks
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Tel: (616)554-0491

The Grand Valley State
University women’s tennis team
traveled to Midland over the
weekend to play in the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference Tournament. The
two-day tournament featured the
top eight teams from the confer
ence based on regular season
dual matches.
The Lakers finished the sea
son 7-4 and headed into the tour
nament ranked fifth in the con
ference.
Northwood University went
through the conference unde
feated this year and was consid
ered to be the heavy favorites as
they hosted the tournament.
In the first round, the Lakers
played the Huskies from
Michigan Tech University, a
team they had lost to during the

GRAND RAPIDS #1
LIVE MUSIC VENUE
Monday
$1 drafts & FREE Pool

Tuesday
$2 Wells and Micro Beers

Thursday

$1.50 2501. (Iiilld Drifts &
1/2 off EVERYTHING else

'T’fie
Sports

Nation
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Friday & Saturday
The Best live rock and Roll

616-361-9301
1753 Alpine Ave. NW • Grand Rapids

ATTENTION!!
Show your GVSU student I.D.
Tues-Sat & pay just $ | for
Admission
'WU'Mvy/
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Coming soon to Pay-Per-View: The
Grudge Match from Hollywood.
In this corner: From Philadelphia,
Penn., standing 6-feet-6-inches, 220
pounds... Kobe “I’d rather be in Colorado”
Bryant!
And in this corner: From Backwoods
Louisiana, coming in at 7-feet-1 inch tall
and a hefty 340 pounds (on a slim day),
Shaquille “OVERRATED” O'Neal!
Let’s Get Ready To Rumble!
Ah. yes, it's that time of year again. The
leaves are turning, the air is getting colder
and Shaq and Kobe are at each other's
throats like 6-year-olds.
The resurrection of the feud between
Shaq and Kobe could not have come at a
worse time for the NBA.
With the NBA season getting underway
Tuesday night all that was talked about by
newspapers, talk radio and television before
tip-off was “Shaq and Kobe” and “Kobe
and
Shaq,”
and,for
the first

Private.

Affordable.
Lake M'chigan

+ Starting at $225 Per Person
GVSU

Pierce St

(based on 4 Person Occupancy )

2 & 4 Bedroom Townhouses

University

★

Luce Si

Walk-Out Patio

Fiimore

Washer & Dryer in each unit
Less than 2 Miles from Campus

UIDUEFtSITY TOUinHOUSeS
995-4001

Aijana Otunchieya, then lost the
second set 4-6. Kim VanSprange
lost her fourth singles match to
Kari O’Dell from Michigan
Tech 4-6, 1-6.
The Lakers picked up two
singles wins from Laura Sukup
and Zanobia Syed. Sukup easily
defeated Lrica Homsten 6-0,6-1
at fifth singles and Syed beat
Lindsey Moritz 7-5, 6-2 at the
number six spot.
Alison Koopsen and Shalini
Chandrahasa’s third singles
match was unfinished and
declared a no-decision.
The Lakers’ third and final
win of the match came from the
number two doubles flight. The
duo of Fairchild and Koopsen
defeated their opponents 8-5.
The remainder of the dou
bles shared identical fates for
GVSU. Partners Cameron and
Sukup (9-7) at first doubles and
VanSprange and Natalie Pallet!
(9-7) at third doubles lost very
close matches.
After the first round loss, the
Lakers went on to play Lake
Superior State
University.
GVSU beat the Lakers from
LSSU 6-2 in their regular season
dual meet.

time in two years, nobody was talking
about LeBron James. The Golden Child
of the NBA made his debut and nobody
even cared.
All people wanted to know was did
Kobe or Shaq say something else today?
Did Kobe play against the Mavericks?
What did Karl Malone or Gary Payton
say about the feud?
Lebron? Oh, yeah, he played too.
The NBA needed LeBron to be its
top story this opening night. Especially
with Kobe’s off-season legal woes.
The league has also had other public
relations disasters too numerous to mention
recently involving its stars and run-ins with
the law.
But this year, the NBA had hoped, was
going to be the Year of LeBron. But now,
with Shaq and Kobe trading verbal shots
through the media, that hope has become a
pipe dream.
Shaq threw the first punch during the
Lakers’s training camp when, before Kobe
reported to camp because of his knee
recovering from surgery and his legal prob
lems, he declared, “The full team is here.”
When Shaq rested his sore heel he said it
was because “I want to be right for Derek
[Fisher). Karl [Malone) and Gary
[Payton).”
Later Shaq said Bryant needed to adjust
his game, rely more on his teammates and
shoot less until his knee gets better. To this
Bryant replied “I definitely don’t need
advice on how to play my game. I know
how to play my guard spot.”
O'Neal shot back saying: “He's right,
he doesn’t need advice on how to play his

Coming off the tough loss to
Michigan Tech, GVSU rolled
over LSSU with a decisive vic
tory.
“We came back after the loss
to Michigan Tech and played
extremely well to shut out Lake
State 7-0,” Black said.
Cameron, at first singles,
defeated Julie Britz 7-5,6-2, and
Fairchild came off of her tough
first round loss to beat Mary
Blake 6-4,6-2.
VanSprange knocked off
Andrea Knibbs with a 6-2, 6-0
victory at third singles. In the
fifth singles flight, Sukup (6-3,
7-6) won a second-set tiebreaker
against Megan Smith and picked
up another singles victory for
herself.
VanSprange (fourth singles)
and Syed (sixth) did not finish
their matches and were both no
decisions.
In the doubles portion of the
match, GVSU picked up three
victories.
Cameron/Sukup won 8-6 at
first doubles, Fairchild/Koopsen
(8-4) at second doubles and
VanSprange/Pallett (8-6) at third.
PLEASE SEE TENNIS, B6

position, but he needs advice on how to
play team ball.” Shaq went on to say “If
you don’t like it, then you can opt out next
year. If it’s going to be my team. I’ll voice
my opinion. If he don’t like it, he can opt
out...I ain’t going nowhere.”
Kobe then said if the Lakers were
Shaq’s team then “it’s time for him to act
like it.
“That means no more coming into camp
fat and out of shape, when your team is
relying on your leadership...or blaming
staff members for not overdramatizing your
injuries so that you avoid blame for your
lack of conditioning.”
Media outlets all over the country have
been looping the verbal jousting since the
weekend, forgetting any other storyline the
NBA had going for itself, including Malone
and Payton taking pay cuts to play in L.A.
The Mavericks trade for Antoine
Walker, further bolstering the league’s best
offense? Not a word about it since the trade
two weeks ago.
The Minnesota Timberwolves retooling
around Kevin Garnett-among those tools
Latrell Sprewell? Nothing.
The San Antonio Spurs trying to repeat
as champions? You mean the Lakers aren’t
the defending champs? For all the hype
they’re getting, I thought they were!
The NBA long ago transformed into a
league of spoiled millionaires and thugs,
but now the infantile bickering of two
megastars are now turning the “Showtime”
Lakers into a three-ring circus.
Karl Malone and Gary Payton must be
thinking they aren’t getting paid enough to
put up with this crap.

Lakers spike Bulldogs at volleyball
Ken Wisniewski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Campus Dr W

Town hones &
Apartments

regular season.
“Our women are looking for
ward to reversing the results of
our first meeting,” Laker coach
John Black said before the tour
nament. “T hey beat us 5-4 when
we played them a few weeks
ago. The key to beating them
will be to get off to a good start
in the doubles.”
Unfortunately for Black and
his Lakers, similar results would
come out of the teams’ meeting
in the first round. The Huskies
defeated GVSU in a close
match.
“The match against Michigan
Tech was 5-3, but could have
gone either way,” Black said.
“We lost first doubles, third dou
bles and second singles in
extremely tight matches that
either player could have won.”
The second singles match
featured
GVSU’s
Nikki
Fairchild against Tech’s Monika
Malinska. Fairchild fell in the
first set 5-7, then came back
with a strong second set 6-3.
However Fairchild dropped the
third set 2-6.
At first singles, Marie
Cameron was shut out in the
first set against Husky player

Rich McGowan

Ten Bells Rock Wars
$1 Drafts - S3 Pitchurs • $4 lager Bombs
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Coming into the match
ranked No. 4 in the region.
Grand Valley State University’s
volleyball team continued its
winning ways with a 3-1 victory
over Ferris State University.
The Lakers own a nine-game
winning streak dating back to
Sept. 28, where they lost 3-0 to
the undefeated Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference leader, nationally
ranked No. 19, Northern
Michigan (18-0) (13-0 GLIAC).
GVSU squared up against
Ferris for the second time in
three weeks. The result for the
Lakers was the same, another
win.
The Bulldogs came back
after losing the first set 30-27,
tied the match with a second
game victory, 31-29. The next
two sets belonged to GVSU as
they pulled out 30-23 and 30-27
set wins.
The win improves the
Lakers record to 20-5 overall
and 12-1 in the GLIAC, drop
ping Ferris’ record to 11-12 and
8-5 in the conference.
“It’s a rivalry, so it’s always
going to be a great match,” head

coach Deanne Scanlon said.
“They hadn’t lost on their home
court this year... and it’s proba
bly the hardest place to play in
the conference. It’s smaller than
a high school gym, you can
probably only get 500 people
into this gym.”
“It’s like a racquetball
court,” senior Nicole Bayle said.
“It’s tough to play there. We
haven’t won there since our
freshman year. So it was pretty
awesome to come out of there
with a win.”
As the Laker’s winning
ways continue, they’re finding
that their opponents are eager to
knock them off.
“When you play Ferris, or
any team [that] plays us, they
always bring their A-game,”
senior Sabrina Bird said.
“Regardless if they’re the worst
team in the conference, they’re
going to play like national
champions against us.”
Leading the Lakers was
Bayle, who racked up 45 assists,
five assisted blocks, four service
aces and a team-high 19 digs.
Melissa Reneski headed the
offensive attack for GVSU with
a team-leading 13 kills in 37
attacks. Bird came away with six
blocks, six digs and eight kills.

Tracy Kirk added 12 kills,
six blocks and a team high .440
attack percentage. Molly Young
and Megan Helsen added 12 and
11 digs respectfully.
Ferris held a 54-53 advan
tage in kills and a 75-68 edge in
digs.
However, the Lakers served
themselves to some points with
a combined team total of 13
service aces, to Ferris’s eight.
Defensively GVSU out-blocked
the Bulldogs 12-10.
“We don’t have to rely on
just one person,” Scanlon said.
"A lot of times if that one person
isn't on, you're not going to win.
With the team that we have it
doesn’t have to be that way. We
have a lot of different weapons.”
GVSU returns home for two
matches this weekend against
Northwood on Friday at 7 p.m.
and Saginaw Valley on Saturday
at 4 p.m.
“We had a really good game
against Northwood winning in
five sets,” Bird said of the
teams’ last meeting. “Then we
faced Saginaw Valley and we
ended up dropping a game to
them so we’ve got to go into
every game, doing our job and
take care of it right away, other
wise we’ll drop games.”
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Swim team opens with two wins
■ Wins against
Lewis College and
in the GVSU Relays
starts seasons off
right for the Lakers
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The 2003-04 Grand Valley
State University swimming and
diving teams began their seasons
with a bang last weekend.
Last Friday the Laker men’s
and women’s teams were victori
ous over Lewis College, then
came out on top Saturday hosting
the GVSU relays against Lewis,
Calvin College and Albion.
Swimming coach Dewey
Newsome said the wins were a

great way to start the season.
“We really try to justify what
we do in practice and to start out
early in the season like this | is
great),’’ Newsome said.
The GVSU swimming sea
son started with a 124-80 win
over Lewis for the men, and
131.5- 93.5 for the women.
The women’s team began the
year setting a new varsity record
in the first event of the meet.
Jessica
Makowski,
Kelly
VanDyke, Adrienne Stephen and
Mackenzie Mikulenas finished
the 400-yard medley relay in a
time of 4:08.11
Katy Ballantine qualified for
the NCAA provisional meet on
the three-meter diving board
with a score of 269.85 and also
on the one-meter board with a
score of 255.67.
On the men’s side Friday night
Brandon Deters qualified for the
NCAA meet in the 50 freestyle

finishing with a time of 21.25.
Saturday the Lakers finished
its weekend by winning the
GVSU Relays, an event they had
not won since 1995.
Newsome said that swim
ming on back-to-back days was
a new experience for his fresh
men swimmers.
“In high school they don't
swim Friday
nights and
Saturdays very often and for
them to come in here and swim
Friday night and Saturday, I
thought we responded well,”
Newsome said.
Among those freshmen was
Justin Vasquez who set a new
freshman record with his leg of
the 3(H) butterfly relay. Vasquc/
swam his portion of the race in
54.05. Along with Vasquez were
Dustin W(H)d and Tony Stumpo
to win the race for the Lakers.
Newsome said he was
pleased with how his younger

Hockey Club ties,
wins over weekend
Jayson Bussa
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Grand Valley State
University hockey club rebounded
from two losses two weekends ago
by scoring a tie over Oakland
University and a win over Central
Michigan University last weekend.
"It was a big weekend for
us” said Laker coach Jason
Zimmerman. “Even the tie
against Oakland was an impor
tant game. They are probably
known as the best team in our
region, and we came in to that
game as a big underdog.”
The Lakers fought against
Oakland University Friday night
in Rochester, Mich, in what
ended in a 2-2 tie.
In the first period, both
defenses fought hard, and kept
each other off of the scoreboard.
“We started off in what I
would call a mediocre first peri
od,” Zimmerman said.
After the first period, both

offenses found ways to put
points on the board. GVSU put
up a pair of goals, the first com
ing from Mike Kadzban off the
rebound of Erik Prins. The other
was put in by a shot from Kevin
Holleran which deflected off an
Oakland defenseman.
Despite the strong Laker
offense, Oakland found a way to
score, as they capitalized on Leaker
mistakes. Oakland put in a pair of
goals to tie the game at 2-2.
The third period played out
exactly like the first period both
defenses found a way to keep
their opponents away from the
goal and off the scoreboard.
Laker goaltender Chris
Moore fought hard as Oakland
pressed the Lakers in the final
minutes of the game.
Moore ended with 50 saves
off of 52 shots on goal, which
allowed the Lakers to hold out
and earn a 2-2 tie.

swimmers responded in their
first collegiate meet.
“You never know how the
freshmen are going to respond to
the differences from what they had
in high school,” Newsome said.
“But we had some great races.”
Also making contributions to
the victory for the Lakers were
Josh Yavor, Jon Vos and Corey
Thomas who won 300 breast
stroke relay with a time of 3:08.36
Wood, Nate Olsen, Dan
Felix and Kieth Tramper teamed
up to win the 500 progressive
relay with a time of 4:26.70
Tramper, Wood, Ross Perry
and Deters finished with 3:48.06
to win the 4(X) medley.
Felix, Vasquez, Ryan Whitsitt,
who Newsome called “our top
recruit for the backstroke,” and
Deters also won the 400 freestyle
relay with a time of 3:16.04.
PLEASE SEE SWIM, B8

The University of Michigan
College of Pharmacy has been
developing leaders for health care,
the pharmaceutical industry, higher
education, biotechnology, business,
engineering, law, and other careers
for 127 years.
It’s one reason
our College is always
ranked among the
world’s best.
Now, a new, dualdegree program
offered by GVSU
Cynthia Kirman, Manager,
and the U-M can
National Managed Pharmacy
Program, General Motors
put you on the fast
track to your own
pharmacy career —
saving you time,
and money.
To learn more
about the dual
degree program,
Robert Upper, Vice President,
schedule an
Biopharmaceutics R&D,
appointment with
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.
pre-pharmacy
advisor Dr. Dan
Gerbens, in the
Department of
Biomedical Sciences,

What Do
These Leaders
Have in Common?

Gwendolyn Olivers, Chief
Pharmacist, University of
Michigan Health Service

Gayle Crick, Manager,
Global Marketing,
Eli Lilly & Co.

Peter I^abadie, President,
Williams-Labadie, LLC, a
subsidiary of Leo Burnett
Communications

Albert l^ung, President,
Phyto-Technologies, Inc.

PLEASE SEE HOCKEY, B6

Soccer extends win streak
Matt Rose
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand
Valley
State
University’s No. 5 ranked
women’s soccer team strapped
on its boots and headed off to
Ohio this past weekend to take
on University of Findlay and
No. 12 Ashland University in its
final away games of its recordbreaking season.
The women won against
Findlay with a lopsided score of
5-1, but tied Ashland at two
goals each. The Lady Lakers
soccer team has now posted a
record of 15-1-2.
On Saturday, the women
took on an 8-5-1 Findlay team.
The Oilers winning record did
not faze the Lakers as they
crushed them with a score of 5-1.
“We couldn’t afford to look
past Findlay,” said head coach
Dave Dilanni.
Three of the five goals came
from sophomore forward Mirela
Tutundzic. Tutundzic scored the
first goal of the game unassisted
at 15:02 of the first half.
Freshman Shannon Carrier
knocked in one unassisted goal
as well midway through the first
half making the score 2-0.
Tutundzic booted in two
more goals before the half com
pleting her hat trick. One of the
goals went unassisted and the
other with an assist from mid
fielder Erica Rose making the
score 4-0 at halftime
In the second half of the con
test it was the Oilers who
attacked first with a goal from
freshman forward Jessica Booth
from Danielle Weiss making the
score 4-1 midway through the
second half.
That would be the last time
the Oilers would put points on
the board but not the last time for
GVSU. At 87:58, freshman for
ward Jaci Lange kicked in one
more goal from Andi Redmond
to make the final score 5-1.
The Lakers had 15 shots on
goal in the game compared to
only four shot on goal the Oilers
made.
“We played well in all
aspects of the game,” Dilanni
said. “We just shut down their
forwards.”
The Lakers then traveled over
to Ashland University where they
played a more evenly-matched
game against the Eagles.
The Lakers were the first to
strike in the game, as sophomore
Jenny Swalec scored on a break
away goal at 9:59 of the first
half. This goal marked Swalec’s
eighth goal of the season.
The Eagles answered in the
17th minute with a goal of their
own. The goal was headed past

Laker goalkeeper
Melissa
Henson by Tara Pifcr from
Maria Manzo for the Eagles.
In the last ten minutes of
play, Swalec scored another goal
with a header off a cross from
Shannon Carrier to make the
score 2-1.
However, Ashland attacked
with less than a minute remain
ing in regulation when Eagle's
senior Jen Sarbacker scored on a
rebound from Henson.
The game then went into two
overtimes in which the Lakers
and the Eagles were unable to
settle the bout.
“We are a diverse team,”
Dilanni said. “We have great
young players along with some
solid senior players as well.”
On Nov. 8 the Lakers play
Ferris State at home. The chance
to get a bid to the national tour
nament is on the line.
“We have to win games to
control our own fate,” Dilanni
said about getting a bit to the
national women’s soccer tourna
ment.

Freshman Kelly Anguilm regains her breath and waits to see how her teamates place in 1000 yard freestyle.

616-331-2829;

Catherine Policy, Vice
President,
State Government Affairs,
National Association of Chain
Drug Stores

gerbensd@gvsu. edu.
Also, visit the
David Zaccardelli, Vice
U-M College of
President,
MDS Pharma Services
Pharmacy online at
www.umich. edu/'-pharmacy, email: vlperry@ umich.edu, or call

Iarry Wagenknccht, CEO,
Michigan Pharmacists
Association

A University of Michigan
College of Pharmacy Degree

734-764-7312.
Your future never looked
better.
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Career Fair yields mixed results for students
■ Employers held
the upper hand when
it came to hiring
students this year
Paul Murray
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Employers and student job
seekers spent time carefully
scrutinizing one another at the
annual fall semester Career Fair,
held at Pew Campus’s Eberhard
Center on Oct. 22. Seventyseven
organizations
and
companies,
from
Aldi,
Incorporated to Zondervan
Publishing, squeezed themselves
into the second floor conference
area, all hoping to land the topof-the-line students. Smartlydressed students all tried hard to
snare recruiters' interest and
garner substantive hope for their
post-graduation futures.
“All |of the recruiters) have
been encouraging, but some

have been more attentive than
others,” said Keesha Walker, in
assessing her efforts to move her
degree in economics into an
administrative position.
Students had the usual range
of potential employers to choose
from: retailers, financial service
agencies, banks, health care,
engineering firms, military
officer
training
programs,
insurance
agencies,
manufacturers,
government
agencies, research firms and
many others were available.
Clearly, given the current
nationwide
unemployment
situation, recruiters held the
upper hand.
“We get anywhere from 150
to 200 resumes for each
position," said Vicki Harris, a
senior manager with Zondervan.
Harris described the flow of
students as “pretty steady" at her
booth and said she had talked
with at least 40 students between
the 10 a.m. start of the Career
Fair and noon.
Other employers offered a
more hopeful outlook for job

seeking graduates. Dan Duller, a
technical recruiter with CDI
Professional
Services,
an
engineering and information
technological firm, said (hat he
had talked with about 50
students in the first two hours of
the Career Fair. As for how
many of these students may
actually expect serious job
consideration at CDI, Duller
said, “About half of them."
Students with specific skills
have always been in demand,
but never more so than this year.
"Two years ago, we were
looking for more non technical
majors, but not today," said Sgt.
Todd Bulmer. recruiting officer
candidates for the U.S. Air
Force. "The economy drives it.
Today, we’re looking for
engineers who can design and
develop airplanes."
Bulmer said he was also
interested in meeting students
with
qualifications
for
meteorology and navigator
positions.
Jeff Brown, seeking to
recruit credit analysts for

Standard
Federal
Banks,
described his ideal candidate as
an “intellectual person who can
do the calculations."
Moreover,
said

44-------------------[five find
good people, we
want to keep
them, we don't
want them going
somewhere else.
Amber Brueck

Human Resources,
Oliver Products
------------------------------ 99
Brown, a
potential
new'
employee with his company
should be someone who "wants
to be a salesperson” and is
willing to learn and “do grunt
work and earn their stripes the
first couple of years.”

Cook-DeVos Center
serves as art gallery
Danielle Monroe
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Most of you know the Cook
DeVos Center for Health
Sciences for its exceptional
medical technology. However,
the building also serves as a
gallery of outstanding artwork.
On Oct. 24 330 pieces of
artwork
about
medicine,
including
paintings
and
photographs, were on display.
“We like to think of it as
health inspired art," said Henry
Matthews, director of the Cook
DeVos gallery. “Whether artists
create works of landscape or
medical supplies, whatever
health issue inspires them.”
On each floor art reflected
the main focus of each medical
emphasis. On the second floor,
home to the School of Nursing,
paintings of nurses and at-homecare were common throughout
the floor.
However, direct
medical artwork was not all the
Health Center had to offer.
Nature scenes were also a
central theme.
“Some artists, when they
thought of health, they thought
of a healthy [nature] setting, like
a lake or forest.” Matthews said.
Art varied in different subjects

and medians, but every piece of
art had one fundamental idea.
“We wanted the art here to
inspire,”
Matthews
said.
“Sometimes
the
health
profession can be emotionally
strenuous on you and your
patients. Art can often be
something uplifting."
Artwork was mainly done by
Grand Valley State University
students, faculty, staff and
alumni. However, some art
work also came from outside
sources. Artwork from Jamaica.
China, Russia and other
countries gave the gallery an
expanded base of artwork.
“You can really tell which
pieces aren’t from West
Michigan,” said Michelle Lane a
health science major. “All the art
from other countries seem to use
more vibrant colors.”
In the five-floor Health
Science center there are over
330 paintings, photographs and
sculptures. In every hallway
there are arrangements of
artwork including free Boating
sculptures, tile art and mosaics.
“It’s like having your own
art gallery where to study.” Lane
said. “It’s a great thing to have.”
For further coverage of the
Oct. 24 event, see page BS.

Danielle Monroe
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Walking into the Ryerson
Grand Rapids Public Library is
like walking into the mouth of a
whale. The large open hallway
leads into an enormous belly of
space. Four seemingly endless
floors are covered with books
and magazines. This huge
beautiful
database
of
information,
including
an

Afterwards Cafe located on the
third floor, is available to all for
the debatable low cost of
downtown
Grand
Rapids
parking.
Besides already succeeding in
being one of the most beautiful
buildings in Grand Rapids, the
Ryerson Library is continuously
trying to better itself for the
community.
With
the
development of the Library
Improvement Project in 1997,
the Ryerson Library Foundation
has raised over $10 million since
1990 to expand and restore the
“outdated" facility resulting in
an amazing $31
million
renovation project.
Since the start of the Library
Improvement Project in 1967
the Ryerson Library Foundation

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Partygoers and bar patrons
heading out for a drink or two
may want to leave it at just that,
especially if they plan on driving
home.
A new law, adopted over the
summer and put into effect on
Sept. 30, lowers the legal Blood
Alcohol Content (BAC) level
from .10 to .08.
“If changing the law from .10
to .08 can get people to think
more clearly about the harm
drunk driving can cause, then
I’m all for it,” said junior Scott
Hampel. “I enjoy going to the
bar to have a few drinks, but it
doesn’t mean I drive home
drunk. I make sure I have a
designated driver and other
people should too.”
Gov.
Jennifer Granholm
signed on July 15 to lower the
legal threshold at which a driver

is considered intoxicated. This
law is also expected to save the
state $11.5 million in highway
funding and save as many as 600
lives nationwide, according to
AAA Michigan.
The new law meets federal
requirements for a .08 BAC
standard and averts a 2-pcrccnt
non-compliance penalty to be
levied
against
highway
construction funds after Oct. I.
According to the Senate Fiscal
Agency, the .08 BAC criminal
penalties for operating while
intoxicated would be the same as
the current penalties for OUIL or
operating with a BAC of .10 or
more, except that the bill would
increase the fine amounts and
convert some of the community
service requirements from days
to hours.
With the new law in effect, it
seems as though bars across
Michigan would be taking a hit.
This, however, is not true for
BFE Bar in Allendale. The

touch them,” she said. Citing
the low percentage of AfricanAmericans in the health
professions,
Koens-Miles
guessed this might be due to
discomfort
dealing
with
unfamiliar patients. “Some
people have this fear of a
different
color, they feel
Alex Nesterenko
uncomfortable.”
and Katy Boss
But the GRAAHI
is
Grand Valley Lanthorn
working on changing that.
One way will be to help get
Differences in race and more
blacks
trained
as
ethnicity are not always skin surgeons,
nurses
and
deep. Some minorities, such physicians.
as African-Americans, arc
Another goal is to help
more prone to ailments such as blacks
advocate
for
hypertension, cancer and type improvements in their own
three diabetes.
Blacks are health care.
twice as likely to have a stroke
"We’re going to try and do
or die from heart disease as some education within the
whites, and the rates of AIDS community, so that they can be
and infant mortality among their
own
community
blacks arc also noticeably advocates,” she said.
higher.
To help combat the high
Yet African-Americans are blood pressure and diabetes
also the most marginalized that is more common among
race in terms of medical blacks, Koens-Miles would
studies.
like to sec
is 44
Which
Africanwhy in 1998
Americans
We're going to
the
Grand
eating
Rapids Urban try and do some
healthier
League
foods.
created
a education within the
"Part of it
Health
and
is
how
community so that
Prevention
Africansubcommittee
Americans
to examine they can be their
eat, and that
such flagrant own community
comes all the
health
way from the
disparities in advocates.
slavery days,
Grand Rapids
their choices
MARCIA KOENS-MILES of foods,” she
and
the
GRAAHI consultant said.
surrounding
Kent County
So Koens------------------------ M Miles is trying
areas.
They formed the Grand
to get into
Rapids African American African-American kitchens.
Health Institute, located in She’s collecting the favorite
suite 400 at the Cook-DeVos recipes of blacks in and around
Center for Health Sciences. Kent County, which she’ll then
Through
research
and compile in a cookbook. Sales
community education, the of the cookbook will then go to
GRAAHI is trying to improve funding research and other
the
health
of
African- projects at the GRAAHI.
Americans.
“The
cookbook
fund
“We’re
going
to
be raising project is not only a
addressing
issues around project to raise funds for the
health disparities at the system institute, but also to raise
level, from the clinics and friends in the community, to
hospitals to the physicians and let
the
community
get
schools who deliver the involved,” she said.
curricula,” said Marcia KoensBut before the recipes are
Milcs, GRAAHI consultant.
included, she’ll enlist the help
Currently,
the
local of a dietitian to tweak them
statistics paint a pretty grim and make them healthier.
picture of African-American
“It’s kind of building on
health care, Koens-Miles said.
that
traditional
church
For instance, last year 22.1 cookbook kind of thing, but
percent of African-American we’re taking it a little bit
women in Grand Rapids farther."
experienced
inadequate
Koens-Miles has been
prenatal care and delivered low targeting women at the local
birth weight babies.
hair salons and churches,
This number can be rounding
up
traditional
compared to the 16.6 percent African-American
dishes.
for their white counterparts, She’s guessing that most
who
were
under
like recipes will need some work
conditions and had similar before they can be considered
deliveries.
healthy.
Likewise, medical attention
“We didn't ask for health
is often delayed for black conscious recipes because we
women. When a black woman probably wouldn't have gotten
has an abnormal mammogram, many," she said, chuckling.
she waits more than twice the
The cookbook is still in
time white women do for the progress and recipes from
follow-up diagnostic testing students are
more than
and treatment, Koens-Miles welcome, she said.
The
said.
deadline is mid-November.
Other blacks have said they
To submit a recipe or for
have problems with their more
information
on
physicians,
GRAAHI, students can visit
“Some patients report www.graahi.org, or call the
things like the doctor won’t institute at (616) 331-5831.

■ Organization
helps combat health
ailments in African
Americans

Griimt Valley hvithorn / Jessica Kami

Two ladies stop to admire one of the many paintings at the art
exhibit open house at the Center for Health Sciences downtown

has made the LIP on of the
largest improvement programs
ever undertaken in Michigan.
Its goal is to “provide library
users throughout the city with
the highest quality library
services possible, now and 20
years into the future.” A goal in
which its efforts have been
extremely affective.
Besides being one of the most
beautiful architectural pieces of
Grand Rapids, the Ryerson
Library also stores a great deal
of Grand Rapids historical
information. With departments
such as the Grand Rapids
History
and
Genealogy
Reference Collection anti an in
depth archive collection, the
Ryerson Library is influential in
keeping Grand Rapids' history

up to date.
Children’s Programs such as
“Story Time” are common
throughout Ryerson Library
along with special children
events such as “Paul Mesner
Puppets presents: The True
Story of the Three Little Pigs’.”
However, for those students who
are not interested in children’s
entertainment
adult
programming is also available.
Weekly book discussions and
computer classes are open to the
general public.
lor more information on the
Ryerson Library or its programs
visit
the
Web
at
http://www.grapids.lib.mi.us or
contact the Library at (616) 9885400.

New BAC law to deter drunken driving
Jen McCourt

affirmative action director with
the City of Muskegon, said that
four more police officers were
going to be hired in Muskegon,
along with two additional fire
fighters.
"You have to have a passion
for the job." James said
describing
the
employee
qualifications he was looking
for. “You have to want to give
back to the community. And it s
important to have a positive
attitude, because when people
are in trouble, the first person
they often call is a policeman or
a fireman."
Whatever the other criteria,
most employers spoken with
agreed that "desire and passion”
for a particular career sets a job
seeker apart from his or her
competitors. Students seeking to
differentiate themselves from
dozens or even hundreds of
other candidates for the same job
will be expected to demonstrate
great interest in a particular
position, to a degree that may
not have been necessary a few
years ago.

Institute battles
health problems

Public library seeks to service, build community
■ Ryerson Grand
Rapids Public Library
offers many services
to the community

For
some
students,
internships may be the way to
ultimately land a full-time,
salaried position.
“That’s my story, actually,”
said Amber Brueck, a human
resources administrator with
Oliver
Products, a
250employee
Grand
Rapids
manufacturing
firm.' “It’s
happened quite a few times that
an internship leads to someone
staying on part-time while still
in school, and then being hired
full-time after graduation. If we
find good people, we want to
keep them; we don’t want them
going somewhere else.”
With only one full-time
position, in marketing research,
currently available at Oliver
Products, Brueck was primarily
recruiting interns in human
resources,
accounting,
engineering cooperatives and
marketing.
Law enforcement recruiters
were well represented, with nine
different agencies wanting to
meet potential future police
officers. Kenneth James, an

owner, Chad Ward said it has
been hard to gauge a change so
far, which may be because of the
last two home football games.
“Since the law was put into
effect a few weeks ago, we’ve
had two big games. Homecoming
was one weekend, and last
weekend was the SVSU game,"
Ward said. “And every time we
have home games like that we
have a huge burst of people who
come in here, with alumni
returning and everything."
Those who have reviewed the
statistics and implemented the
law. however, hope that their
will be a change in people’s
behavior -especially in regard
to driving drunk.
Michigan previously had a
two-tiered standard, with .10
BAC or greater considered
drunk driving and .08-.09 BAC
being impaired driving.
Prior to the new law, driving
with a .08 BAC’ did not
necessarily constitute drunk

driving. Now a motorist with a
.08 BAC will receive the same
punishment as a driver with .1
BAC content.
“It’s a double edged sword; it
definitely will make people
conscious of how much they drink
and hopefully it will get people to
plan for a designated driver, which
is a great relief for us. Last Call
has also been used more heavily
in recent weeks; it’s g<xxJ to sec
people using that service.”
The punishments for a drunk
driving conviction include up to
$ 1,500 in fines. 360 hours of
community service and a
maximum of 93 days in jail.
With the new regulations, the
drinking habits that previously fell
under the legal level could now
raise someone's BAC above .08.
The penalties also make
drivers think more carefully
about their actions and their
plans for the evening.
PLEASE SEE BAC’, B6
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Electric
Boogaloo

Thursday, October M), AH)j

Alum making it as a children’s author
■ Kevin Kaamerad
a 1998 GVSU gradu
ate, is now a known
children's author.

Luke Hackney

Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthom

Grand Valley Lanthorn

First off. I think I will say
something about the name of
this column. It is an inside joke
that a few of you may get; it is
also a reference to the sequel of
the *8()s film “Breakin’,” which
was entitled “Breakin’ 2:
Electric Boogaloo.” It is quite
possibly the greatest movie ever
made about break dancing.
While this holds a certain
kitsch value for me (like a lot of
things to come out of the ‘80s),
this is probably not a good
thing.
Last week, VH1 aired “I
love the “80s: Strikes Back.”
more than likely due to the pop
ularity of the original “I love the
‘80s” specials, which were
being shown between five and
20 times a day, seven days a
week.
Watching these programs
here and there, 1 learned some
thing. I don't love the ‘80s. I
don’t even like the ‘80s as a
friend. If I’m at a party and the
‘80s is there, that's cool. I’ll be
civil, but you won't see me
going to the movies with the
‘80s anytime soon.
OK, OK, there are many
things that came from this
decade that 1 like. After all. my
childhood did spring from this
era. This is probably the reason
I have an affinity is the
Nintendo
Entertainment
System. In my mind, video
games only advanced in bits,
not fun. Additionally, the death
of Optimus Prime affected me
in a way that you would have
thought one of my family mem
bers died, not a robotic semi
truck from another planet.
Also, I am a fan of many
movies from this time period.
"The Indiana Jones” trilogy, as
well as episodes five and six
from the “Star Wars” series are
reminders that George Lucas
once made movies that people
enjoyed. There are also plenty
of other films from the “80s I
like that I'm too lazy to list,
though I will say this: many
movies from that era contain
one element I am largely not a
fan of: ‘80s music.
Now, the moment I stated
this at the Lanthom office I
immediately became an outcast,
but I'll say it here anyhow: the
‘80s was the worst decade for
modern music, period. The
bands I most enjoy from that era
(Sonic Youth, The Pixies. The
Smiths) were largely ignored
for cheesy synthesizer bands
and hair metal. Were these peo
ple serious? “Hey, instead of
real drumming and orchestra
tion, let’s replicate these ele
ments with this lame, crude
piece of machinery!”
Musicians like Dylan and
the Stones began their tread
towards mediocrity in the ‘80s.
And let us not forget music
videos from this time period.
Lightning shooting out of gui
tars, hot pink spandex, poofy
blonde hair... It's as if the
Department of Cool took a 10year sabbatical.
Regardless, the era hap
pened. And many good things
came out of it and many bad
things as well. All I ask is that
you please not worship the
decade, and please don’t let it
make the comeback that it prob
ably will.

H

When Kevin Kaamerad was
a freshman at Grand Valley State
University in 1994, his grand
mother gave him a notebook for
Christmas. For reasons he can’t
explain, he began to fill it with
thoughts, feelings, pt>etry and
ideas.
“Then 1 filled another note
book, and then another and
another,” Kaamerad said.
What came of these note
books was “The Tomato
Collection,” a book aimed at
children from Kindergarten to
sixth grade of poetry, drawings,
paintings and old photographs.
The book was published in
1999, a year after Kaamerad
graduated from GVSU with a
Bachelors of Science in Film
and Video Production.
About halfway through the

creation of “The Tomato
Collection,” Kaamerad and a
few of his friends began to pro
duce an album and, in the end,
“The Tomato Collection: the Big
Album CD" was released. With
over 50 musicians, most of them
from West Michigan, each poem
was transformed into a song.
In 2001, another book was
released; “I Remember...,” a
collection of 37 of Kaamerad’s
childhood memories.
“I always loved to draw,”
Kaamerad said. “Otherwise, I’m
not sure how this all came to be.”
“Going into Grand Valley, I
wasn't entirely sure what I want

ed to do,” he said, “but while
filling out the notebooks, I knew
I wanted to turn the project into
a book.”
Kaamerad began taking
independent studies while at
GVSU in order to make the proj
ect a cohesive piece of work.
“It all happened one day at a
time,” Kaamerad said.
Currently, Kaamerad is busy
with a variety of projects. He
and his wife Stephanie, along
w ith collaborator Ryan Hipp, are
creating a new book that will be
published by Edco Publishing,
Inc. entitled “A Curious Glimpse
of Michigan.”
Kaamerad said the project
will be a 32-page picture book
filled with stories and poetry
aimed at fourth-graders and will
hopefully act as a springboard
into further Michigan reading
and research.
“We’re literally in the home
stretch concerning the book’s
completion,” Kaamerad said. “In
theory, it should be published
before Christmas.”
Also in the works is
“Wendel's Odyssey,” a book and
CD project where “all the songs
will connect,” Kaamerad said.
“We're also making a book

Kevin Kaamerad has published “The Tomato Collection" along with “I
Remember...” aimed at children in Kindergarten to sixth grade.

and album about numbers, let
ters, shapes and colors,”
Kaamerad said. He added that
the project will be aimed at
preschoolers.
Kevin and Stephanie recent
ly spoke together at the sixth
Annual Celebrate Literacy
Conference, which was held at
GVSU's Kirkhof Center and fea
tured various children’s authors
speaking to educators as well as

education majors.
“It’s a full-time job,”
Kaamerad said of speaking at
conferences. “My wife and I
speak at I (K) of them a year.”
On Nov. 1, they will be
speaking together at the
Michigan Association for Media
in
Education
Annual
Conference, held at the Amway
Grand Plaza.

Quartet
plays as
part of
GV series

Rooney
coming
to GR
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthom

Adam Eby

Up-and-coming retro poprockers, Rooney, will bring its
Bay City Rollers charm and
ultra-catchy tunes filled with
love and L.A. sunshine to the
Intersection in Grand Rapids
this Saturday.
The California quintet is
touring in support of its selftitled. debut album released ear
lier this year on Geffen Records
and has been on the road for the
better part of 2003 with shows
scheduled into December.
In addition to headlining its
own tour since May, Rooney
played the opening slot for both
Weezer and the Strokes earlier in
the year and have been com
pared to both bands in song writ
ing and style.
The band plays high-energy,
melodic songs with huge hooks
and sugary harmonies. The music
is melody driven and up-beat,
reminiscent of the sounds of the
Beach Boys and the Cars at the
same time, not to mention David
Cassidy.
Front-man Robert Carmine is
the younger brother of Jason
Schwartzman, one-time drummer
for Phantom Planet and star of the
film “Rushmore.” Carmine has
been quoted by MTV and Rolling
Stone as saying that his brother’s
taste in older music, namely of
‘70s bands like ELO and Queen,
had a big influence on him. H also
said he has never been very inter
ested in modem-rock growing up.
apart from Nirvana and Weezer.
The rest of Rooney includes
guitarist Taylor Locke, bassist
Matt Winter, drummer Ned Bower
and Louie Stephens on keyboards.
On R(x>ney, the boys deliver
almost a “best of pop” for the last
four decades. The album's open-

Grand Valley Lanthom

Grand Valley Lanthom / Brian fosefotvicz

Top: Pete Yorn brought out old and young to his show at the Intersection Oct. 24. The Intersection will play host to
the Bay City retro-pop band Rooney on Nov. 1.
Bottom: Jesse Malin warms the crowd up before Pete takes the stage, Jesse was one of two openers, which also
included Mini Bar from London.

cr, “Blueside” makes it clear that
this album is meant to be a good
time and that the band is not
afraid to “ooh” and “ahh”: if it
worked for Brian Wilson and his
surfing buddies it can work for
them, right? “Stay Away” on the
other hand, bears a resemblance
to the college rock meets retropop of Sloan’s earlier records. “If
it Were Up to Me” has heavy
nods to Weezer, and Carmine's
deadened delivery and somewhat
darker subject matter on “I'm a
Terrible Person” seems to lend
itself to the Strokes.
Opening for Rooney at the
Nov. I show will be Swedish
new-wavers the Sounds and fel
low Californians Paloalto.
Tickets for the show are
$12.50 and available at any
Ticketmaster outlet.
The Intersection is located in
downtown Grand Rapids at 133
Grandville SW. Doors open at
5:30 p.m. and the show starts at 6
p.m. For more information on the
event, visit www.section.com. For
more about R(x»ney and this con
cert, visit www.rooney-band.com

Student musical compositions to debut at series
■ Students in Music
281 will showcase their
pieces in a Nov. 6 show
Cory Waisanen
Grand Valley Lanthom

The department of music on
campus is sponsoring two con
certs of student compositions on
Nov. 6. At noon Dark Room
Music, the electroacoustic con
cert, will be held. At 8 p.m. the
Composer’s Forum will be held.
Both concerts will feature com
positions ranging from string
quartets, brass quintets, acoustic
instruments, some electronic
music to tubas.
The concerts are comprised
of music made by Music 281
students who have been working
all semester on at least two com
positions. Chin-Chin Chen, an
assistant professor in music and
director of music technology
here at GVSU, is organizing the
event that features her students.
“The course is designed to

develop student’s skills, techni
cal, aural and esthetic in elec
troacoustic
compositions,”
Chen said. “Planning ahead is
the key to putting it all together.”
There will be no live per
formances at either concert,
since the students have been in
charge of recording their music
beforehand. Friends of the stu
dents or members of the music
department play student compo
sitions. At the show, students
will address the audience to
explain what they will be listen
ing to.
“Each student composer is
responsible to find their own
performers,"
Chen
said.
“Students
then
arrange
rehearsals to ensure a good per
formance in the concert.”
The student compositions
are burned to a CD that is played
back for the audience.
Chen explains that her stu
dent’s prior experience toward
composing varies. Most of the
students featured in the concerts
arc non-music majors ranging in
age and experience. Chen said
that many of the students come

from different backgrounds and
are heading in different direc
tions. Some arc preparing for a
career in music, while most are

it-----------Each concert
experience pro
vides an unique
impact to each
one of the com
posers even when
it is the same
concert played
twice.

Chin-Chin Chen

Assistant Professor
of Music

------------ ft

ply taking the class for an expe
rience, while most students tak
ing compositions courses at
GVSU are music majors.
These shows are held once a

f

semester, which makes Chen
eager to make it special.
“Students are different each
year,” Chen said, “and the class
character is different year by
year. Each concert experience
provides an unique impact to
each one of the composers even
when it is the same concert
played twice.”
Chen said she hopes that
these concerts will expose more
people to electroacoustic music,
which has been around for
almost 55 years. Chen is sur
prised that more people do not
listen to the music's distinct and
unique sound. Chen said that she
will play selections from the
electroacoustic show during the
Composer's Forum for this very
reason.
Both performances will take
place at the Sherman Van
Solkema Recital Hall at the
Performing Arts Center. The
electroacoustic concert will be at
noon, followed at 8 p.m. by the
Composer's Forum. For more
information on the concerts,
contact Chin-Chin Chen at (616)
331-3087.

The Perugino String Quartet
will perform Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre on the
Allendale Campus’s Performing
Arts Center. Special guest Aviram
Reichert adds his own unique tal
ent to the performance.
The Perugino String Quartet is
in residence at GVSU. In 1999
the quartet was one of six quartets
in the country invited by the
Julliard String Quartet to partici
pate at its seminar. In addition to
the Julliard concert and various
performances on the Allendale
and Pew campuses, the quartet has
also performed for the Chamber
Music Festival of Saugatuck and
other college and community
chamber series around Michigan.
Eric Tanner is first violinist for
the quartet. He is also currently
principal second violin of the
Grand Rapids Symphony. Tanner
has previously held positions with
the Florida Philharmonic and the
Waterloo and Grand Teton Music
Festivals. He said he enjoys giv
ing performances because of
enthusiastic audiences.
“One of the things I like
about our performances is that
no matter where we are everyone
seems grateful,” Tanner said.
Diane McElfish is second vio
linist. She has been an artist-fac
ulty instructor at GVSU for 13
years. In addition to playing with
the Grand Rapids Symphony's
first violin section, she is also the
host and lecturer for the sympho
ny’s pre-concert series, “UpBeat.”
Robert Byrens plays viola for
the quartet. He also teaches viola
at GVSU and often performs
with
the
Grand
Rapids
Symphony. As an active pianist.
Byrens heads GVSU's accompa
nying program and is a rehearsal
pianist and coach for Opera
Grand Rapids. He is the associ
ate artistic director of the
Chamber Music Festival of
Saugatuck and he has performed
with
the
Los
Angeles
Philharmonic Institute. Garth
Newel, Blossom and Fontana
summer music festivals.
Stacey Bosman Tanner per
forms cello with the quartet and
often with the Grand Rapids
Symphony. She teaches at Calvin
College and has previously held
positions
at
GVSU
and
Cornerstone University. Bosman
Tanner has been a member of
orchestras in Kalamazoo, MidlandOdessa (Texas), and principal cello
of La Orquestra de San Luis in
Argentina. She has also studied
chamber music festivals in
Switzerland, Utah and Chautauqua.
Aviram Reichert is an active
pianist and associate professor
of piano at GVSU. He won the
bronze medal at the 10th Van
Cliburn International Piano
Competition in 1997, just
months after he had been award
ed top prize in the first Dong-A
International Piano Competition
in Korea. Reichert is a frequent
soloist with the leading orches
tras in his native Israel.
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What's on tap: Events Calendar
Thursday, October 30
• 7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. —
GVSU Downtown Toastmasters
Club
• 8 a.m. — Posada Art
Exhibit — Fall Arts Celebration
• 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. —
Graduate School Career Fair
• 6 p.m. — GVSU Ultimate
Frisbee
• 8:30 to II p.m. — Country
Line Dancing Clinic and
Halloween Party
• 9:30 p.m. — Women’s
Issue Volunteer Corps Weekly
Meeting
• 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. —
French taboo and other things.
• 10 p.m. — The Exorcist
Friday, October 31
• 8 a.m. — Posada Art
Exhibit — Fall Arts Celebration
• 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. —
Legal Issues for Faculty and
Administrative Professional
Staff Members
• 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. —
Political Science/Criminal
Justice/History Careers Focus
Day
• I to 3 p.m. — Graduate
Program Directors Council @
303C DeVos
• 2 to 6 p.m. — Harvest
Festival at Kirkhof
• 3 to 7 p.m. - FREE
FRENCH FILM at Johnson
Living Center
• 3 to 5 p.m. — Winter 2004
Weekend events
• 7 p.m. — GVSU Women’s
Volleyball hosts Northwood
University
• 9 to II p.m. — Freestyle
Rap Contest and after party at
Kirkhof
• 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. — Laker
Late Night.
• 10 p.m. — FREE Movie:
The Exorcist
Saturday, November 1
• 8 a.m. — Posada Art
Exhibit — Fall Arts Series
Celebration
•4 p.m. - GVSU
Volleyball hosts Saginaw State
University
• 6 to 8 p.m. — Christianity
on Campus: Creation or
Evolution? Loutit 102
• 7 p.m. — GVSU Football
hosts Mercyhurst College
• 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. — Laker
Late Night
• 10 p.m. — FREE Movie:
The Exorcist

Sunday, November 2
• 8 a.m. — Posada Art
Exhibit — Fall Arts Celebration
• 2 to 4 p.m. — Avatar
Brass Master Series.
Technology in Practicing featur
ing Dr. Brain Klipp.
• 2 to 4 p.m. — The
Marriage of True Minds
• 4:30 p.m. — Catholic
Student Mass
• 8 to 10 p.m. — GVSU
Dance Troupe
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
American Wedding
Monday, November 3
• 8 a.m. — Posada Art
Exhibit — Fall Arts
Celebration.
• 6 to 8 p.m. — Pre Dental
Club Meeting
• 8 to 10 p.m. — ArtistFaculty series. The Perugino
String Quartet it Aviram
Reichert, piano
• 9 to 10 p.m. — Students
Against Sweatshops meeting
• 9:15 p.m. — Grand Valley
Advertising Club Meeting LSH
134
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
American Wedding
Tuesday, November 4
• 8 a.m. — Posada Art
Exhibit — Fall Arts Celebration
• Noon to 1 p.m. — NonTraditional Student Peer
Discussion Group
• 6 p.m. — GVSU Ultimate
Frisbee
• 6 to 7 p.m. — PSO
Weekly General Assembly
Meeting
• 6 to 7:30 p.m. - GVSU
Women’s Rugby
• 7 to 8 p.m. — Practice
your Spanish with La Tertulia at
LA MESA
• 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. —
Student Chapter of the National
Science Teacher’s Association
Meeting
• 9 p.m. — Circle K
International
• 9 p.m. — College
Republicans Meeting
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
American Wedding

• 6 to 8 p.m. — Asian
Student Union Meeting
• 7 p.m. — Academic
Lecture, Stephan Murray - Fall
Arts Celebration
• 7 to 8 p.m. — NASA
Meeting
• 7 to 9:30 p.m. — Tunnel
of Oppression at Kirkhof
• 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. — Eyes
Wide open Weekly Meeting
8 to 10 p.m — Ted Nugent:
An American Legend (lecture
program given by Ted Nugent)

Lantoons
The Nexus of Lunacy

by Kristie Good

I0-3O-O3

“Pumpkin Pi'

What? I thought it
was funny!-^ ^

-GROAN::

BIG GAMES
• Saturday November 1 —
MSU vs. Michigan TBA
• Sunday November 2 —
Lions vs. Oakland @ 1 p.m.

CNEESXANS

The Intersection 10/30
through 11/5
• Thursday. October 30 8
p.m. - THE WYCE
HOODOO BASH feat.
ROBERT BRADLEY'S
BLACKWATER SURPRISE
wsg. Luther Wright & The
Wrongs 18+ welcome.
• Saturday, November 1
5:30 p.m. (doors) — The
Sounds + Palo Alto — All ages
welcome.
• Saturday, November I 9
p.m. (doors) —Nocturnal
Dance Night
• Sunday, November 2 5
p.m. (doors) — The Seven’s
Travels Tour featuring ATMOS
PHERE + Mr. Dibbs +
Micranots + Brother Ali +
Deejaybird and special guests
OddJobs. All ages welcome.
• Monday November 3 5:30
p.m. (doors) — Dog Fashion
Disco wsg. KnowLyfe +
Smoody+ One Away From
Breathing. All ages welcome.

Ckrxd UJirV AttVIE TICKETS f
SEND ANSWERS TO:
THE CHEESIANS814AOL.COM

L*v.V\<^
1. BRENT IS...

contst
»

2. JAMES IS...
?
3. STONEY \SZ.
7
4. BRANDON IS... ?
HINT:
JOHNNY DEPP

Sc.re.uj

"FU;5.

r«

K;J*

www.Lantttom.com

The Orbit Room
• Friday, October 31 8 p.m.
— Jagermeister Music Tour
featuring Slayer.
• Sunday, November 2 8
p.m. — Mushroomhead

Wednesday, November 5

Public Museum
of Grand Rapids

• 8 a.m. — Posada Art
Exhibit — Fall Arts Celebration
• 5:15 p.m. — Latino
Student Union Meeting
• 5:30 p.m. — Biology Club
Meeting

• October 17 to March 6 —
Exhibit of Famous Illustration
of Plains Indians by Swiss
Artist Karl Bodmer in 18321833
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Lanthorn Literary Edition
Submit your creative works - any genre of writing or artwork
Deadline is November 14
Send your submissions to 100 Commons or lantbom (a gi su edu

DANCE
continued from page B1
“We're kind of caught in
limbo, because we’re not part of
athletics, but we dance all the
athletic events,” Malak said
about the difficulty in being an
athletic club.

HOCKEY
continued from page B3
“Oakland controlled play for
much of the game, but we did
what we needed to keep them to
only two goals. We were also
able to capitalize on the opportu
nities that we got ” defenseman
Paul Knust said.
Saturday night the Lakers
traveled to Central Michigan
where they managed to thwart
the Chippewas with a 3-2 victory.
“I thought that the first 54
minutes of that game were the
best that 1 have seen us play this
year,” Zimmerman said.
The Lakers indeed played

BAC
continued from page B4
“I’ve noticed that more peo
ple have been reluctant to drive
to bars downtown because Lake
Michigan Drive is patrolled so
heavily,” Ward said, “People
really are more nervous.”
Acceptable social drinking,
loosely defined as less than four
drinks in the course of an
evening, could now land partygoers or bar patrons under arrest
if they get behind the wheel.
The National Restaurant
Association claims that two
drinks in a two-hour period
could leave a 160-pound person
with a BAC above .08.
According to the U.S.
Department of Health, on aver
age most women who weigh
between 120 and 180 pounds
will reach the legal limit of .08
by drink number two or three.

The Dance Team is, howev
er, seeing its hard work pay off.
“It’s really exciting for us
when we get recognition from the
university and praise from the
university, even respect,” Pulich
said. “To know that they actually
do care about what we are doing.”
Malak said that looking back

she can see how drastically the
team has changed in recent years.
“Just seeing it come from
where it was, the team has gone
through so many changes, but it
has improved dramatically,”
Malak said. “It’s awesome to see
how much it’s grown in the last
four years.”

strong both on the offensive and
defensive sides of the puck. The
Laker defense kept Central
Michigan off the board for the first
two periods of play. Lakers’ Paul
Marzano played in goal, helping
shut down the Chippewas early.
During the first two periods,
GVSU jumped on top of Central
Michigan with a pair of break
away goals coming from for
ward Jarrod Frein.
“I was excited to help my
team out and put points on the
board,” Frein said. “Central is one
of our main rivals every season,
and this season was no different.”
In the third period of play,
the Lakers added to their lead

with a goal from Jeff Stempin on
the assist from Dan Socia and
Bobby Janecyk, extending the
Laker lead to three.
In the last six minutes of play,
the Lakers made mistakes leav
ing them short-handed. Central
Michigan chipped away at the
lead with two power-play goals.
However, the Laker defense held
on to the lead for the remainder
of the game, and came out of the
game with a victory.
♦
This weekend, the Lakers
will travel to take on Hope
College on Friday night, and
then head to Mt. Pleasant for a
rematch with Central Michigan
on Saturday night.

For men who weigh between
180 and 240 pounds, most will
reach their legal limit by drink
four or five.
According to the NHTSA,
laboratory and on-road research
shows that the vast majority of
drivers
are
significantly
impaired at .08 with regard to
critical driving tasks such as
braking, steering, lane changing,
judgment and divided attention.
Michigan is the 44th state to
adopt a .08 BAC standard for
drunk driving offenses. A first
time offender convicted of
drunk driving faces:
• Up to 6 points on a driver’s
license
• Up to a $500 fine
• Up to 360 hours of commu
nity service
• Up to 93 days in jail
• Up to 180 days with a sus
pended license, with a restricted
license possible after 30 days

Last year, 463 people died in
alcohol and/or drug-related crash
es in Michigan. Of that number,
358 were killed in alcohol-only
crashes, 41 in drug-involved
crashes and 64 in both alcohol
and drug-involved crashes.
Michigan law enforcement
officers arrested 57,789 people
for alcohol-related driving
offenses in 2002. Of that num
ber, 26330 were convicted of
drunk driving and 28,770 were
convicted of impaired driving.
“It’s about making things
safer, people need to think twice
about there actions,” Hampel
said. “I’m able to realize when
I’ve had one too many drinks
and when it’s appropriate to
hand my keys over to a sober
driver. I really hope this law
makes people think twice, if not
out of respect, then at least out
of fear that they’re more likely
to get caught.”

On the tip ofyour tongue: Trivia test
Fifi Rodriguez
1. U.S. STATES: Which state's
motto is "Friendship"?
2. PRESIDENTS: Who was the
4<)th president of the United
States?
3. ROYALS: For how long was
Lady Jane Grey the queen of
England?
4. GEOGRAPHY: Where is the
cape called Land's End?
5. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:
What was the middle name of

TENNIS
continued from page B2
The Lakers pulled out sever
al close matches in their* third
match of the conference tourna
ment against Saginaw Valley
State University to gain a second
victory in the tournament. These
teams met a week before the
GLIAC Tournament and GVSU
had come out the victors 7-2.
Fairchild (2-6, 6-3, 6-1),
Koopsen (6-2, 6-1). VanSprange
(6-3, 6-2), and Pallett (4-6, 6-4,
6-0) all came away with singles
victories for the Lakers.
Cameron lost a tight threesetter 7-5, 4-6, 6-4, and the
youngster Aubrey Lehrmann
lost 6-0,6-0.
Fairchild and Koopsen (8-1)

Union Gen. William T.
Sherman?
6. HISTORY: Vaclav Havel
became president of what
nation in 1993?
7. GOVERNMENT: Who is
second in line of succession to
the presidency?
8. LANGUAGE: What does the
Greek prefix "patho" mean?
9. PHILOSOPHY: What was
the nationality of political
writer Niccolo Machiavelli?
10. ART: What is a triptych?

Answers
1. Texas
2. Ronald Reagan
3. Nine days
4. England
5. Tecumseh
6. Czech Republic
7. House speaker
8. Disease
9. Italian
10. A work made of three pan
els or scenes joined together

and VanSprange and Pallett (81) won their doubles matches,
while Cameron and Sukup lost
their match 9-7.
For the seniors on the team
(Fairchild, VanSprange, and
Sukup) these were the last
matches of their college careers.
They all played very well over
the weekend and Coach Black
was proud of his seniors.
“The seniors played very solid
tennis and came up with several big
wins,” Black said. “VanSprange
played exceptionally well against
SVSU. Fairchild pulled out a tight
three set match against SVSU.
Sukup played ouLstanding tennis
over the three matches.”
Fairchild went 5-1 in singles
and doubles matches over the
weekend and finished the season

second on her team in victories
with a 12-5 record in singles and
10-5 in doubles.
VanSprange went 3-2 on the
weekend and finished her season
6-8 in singles and 8-6 in doubles
matches.
Sukup also gained a 3-2 vic
tory over the weekend making
her season totals 5-2 in singles
and 4-8 in doubles.
Northwood came away with
the expected title in the GLIAC
Tournament with Ferris State
University coming in second.
GVSU finished fifth overall in
the tournament.
Three Laker players received
extra recognition by being select
ed to conference all-star teams.
Fairchild, Cameron and Koopsen
made the all-conference teams.

— King Crossword —
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an ad: $2.00 extra. Deadline is 10
a.m. Monday for that week’s issue.

A6 Rate for Students,
Faculty and Staff
Cteffied rates for students,
faculty and staff. First 20 words, S3
minimum charge, then 1$ cents per
additional word, payable in
advanoe.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your classi
fied, add 10 cents per word. To box
FOR SALE
BE SMART
Don't rent, OWN. 2 bedroom mobile
home for sale. Great condition. Less
than 1 mile from campus. MUST
SEE! 616-617-4946
Queen size waterbed with woodhead board. $150. 810-814-3721

(to

AUTOMOTIVE
2001 Dodge Neon White Four Door
AC Automatic Power Steering
Power Brakes CD Player And More,
$5,995.00. Tim (616) 723-3145 or
957-4720. (11/13)

Ptiona, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours: 9-4, Monday through
Friday.
Attention Students
Looking for a great job that is flexi
ble around your schedule, on cam
pus, and with people as motivated
as you? The Lanthorn is looking to
fill several business related posi
tions including secretarial staff,
advertising staff, and graphic
designing positions. Please inquire
at the Lanthorn, 100 Commons.
(12/4)
Scholastic Painters now hiring for
summer 2004. Earn above average
summer income, while gaining valu
able management experience and
possible intern credit. Positions
available
throughout
lower
Michigan. Call (888) 640-6040
(10/30)
Looking to make money? Be a Mark
and Avon Rep. Call (616) 538-8378
(10/30)

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthom office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week’s issue, (tf).

EMPLOYMENT
The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100
Commons or e-mail business@lanthorn.com.(tf)

SUMMER
MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Student Painters is looking for indi
viduals who are interested in gain
ing management experience. Great
resume builder. No experience nec
essary however must be hard work
ing. Last summer the average
internship paid $10,000. Territories
going quickly. Hired first come, first
qualified basis. For more informa
tion call 1-888-839-3385 (11/6)

Get paid for your opinions! Earn
$15-$25 and more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com
(12/4)

Automotive
1 bedroom, 1 bath apartment in
Allendale. Located 2.5 miles from
GVSU.
Coin-op
Laundry.
$475/month includes water and
sewer. Call (616) 383-0471. (10-30)

Attention all Brides and
Bridal Parties!
Wouldn't you love to have a
beauty professional pick out the
perfect colors for your perfect
day? I will help you define your
own “down the aisle" style. I’d
love to do a FREE personal
makeover for you - or the whole
bridal party! Please call Rachel
Cullen, Senior Mary Kay Beauty
Consultant, at (586)489-6724
or visit my Web site at
www.marykay.com/rachelcullen
(10/30)

2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment in
Allendale. Located 2.5 miles from
GVSU.
Coin-op
laundry.
$520/month+ utilities
Call (616) 383-0471 (10/30)
Female subleaser needed for winter
semester.
Ottawa
Creek
Apartments on Lake Michigan at
52nd. $185/mo plus 1/4 utilities. Call
616-892-1445.(11/6)

FRATERNITIES - SORORI
TIES - CLUBS - STUDENT
GROUPS
Earn
$1,000-$2,000
this
semester with a proven
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising
easy
with
no
risks.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the pro
gram! It works.
Contact
Campus Fundraising at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com (12/4)

Boltwood Apartments is accepting
applications for leasing 2004-2005.
Boltwood is located at 4657 Lake
Michigan Drive, Allendale, Michigan
49401 just before 48th street office
model at 4657 Apt 1. Manager:
Roger Andres. Phone: (616) 8955875. Fax: 892-4441. Email:
roger@campusvillage.com. Office
hours: Monday through Friday, 9am
to 5pm. (12/4)

Spring
Break
‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP
Status as a Campus Rep!
Choose from 15 of the hottest
destinations.
Book early for
FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price
Guarantee! To reserve online
or view our Photo Gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com or Call 1888-SPRINGBREAK! (11/13)

Hillcrest Townhouse, two female
roommates wanted. Upstairs bed
rooms, large closets, 2.5 bath,
washer/dryer. Looking for two
females to move in ASAP. Call
Jolene at (231) 250-4307, (616)
892-7867.(11/6)

LOST & FOUND

DISCOVER A NEW YOU!
See yourself in a whole new
way with a free makeover! Find
a new look that expresses your
style, your personality, your life.
Call me. to create a fabulous
look that’s uniquely you. You’ll
love what you discover.
Rachel Cullen, Senior Mary
Kay
Beauty
Consultant.
www.marykay.com/rachelcullen
1-586-489-6724 (11/6)

Lost and Found ads are FREE for
the first insertion!! 25 words maxi
mum. Email lanthorn@gvsu.edu

For Rent
Wyoming one-bedroom house.
Washer/dryer,
storage.
$550/month. No pets 616-821 2420. Remodeled (10/30)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
So many Spring Break compa
nies...
Book direct with the established
leader in spring break travel.
Better trips, better prices.
Campus representatives want
ed. Info/Res: 1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com
(12/4)

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Coopersville/one bedroom, upper
apartment. Heat and water includ
ed. $350 per month. 616-997-6383,
evenings. (11/6)

Make Money taking Online Surveys
. Earn $10 - $125 for Surveys. Earn
$25 - $250 for Focus Groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/gvsu
(12/4)

Advertising
Classifications:

Roommate needed at New Campus
West Townhouse to live with two
girls and a guy. Rent $300, plus util
ities. Available in December, contact
Krystin at (248)318-1791 (10/30)

Male
or
Female
subleaser needed for brand
new downtown apartment.
Loft style unfurnished bedroom.
Located on 7th Street and
Broadway, minutes from down
town campus. Low rent, some
utilities covered. Contact Lisa or
Matt at 892-5317.

Excel Communications
Make $5K by Christmas! No
experience needed. 616-8936883. www excefir.eomjdslabe—~
da (11/13)

The Grand VaHey Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

JENISON TOWNHOUSE. 2 Bed
Room, 15 Baths, Washer/Dryer,
Central Air, Dishwasher, Quiet, 6671210, 454-0754, 457-3158.(12/4)

HOUSING

Bartender Trainees Needed $250 a day potential. Local
positions.
1-800-293-3985 ex.119 (12/4)

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Nodoes
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

Standard of Acceptance

Need 2 roommates to take over a
lease starling immediately. Hillcrest
Townhouses. Call Ryan 616-7232667 or 616-892-7687. Guys pre
ferred. (11/6)
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$550.00
WEEKLY
INCOME
Possible Mailing Sales Brochures
from home. No experience neces
sary. Supplies provided, including
customer mailing labels. Call 1708-686-1700 (24 hours) (10/30)

www biqochi-rossi com

$ 11.25 base - appt.
Customer sales & service
Great for resume
Scholarships available
Flexible hours

*616.245.3882
ask for Jessie or visit
www.workforstudents.com
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It costs 19 cents per hour to light up an
empty classroom?

45

46
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1-800-648-4849/ www.ststravel.com

51

31 “Ulalume"
writer
33 Reviewer
34 Something
unimportant
36 Accept an
invitation
37 Cookbook
compiler
Rombauer
38 Drudge
39 Dog treat
40 It goes without
saying
43 Method
44 They (Fr.)
45 Pinch
46 - Diego
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CINEMARK-GRANDVILLE
Rivertown Crossings Mall 616-532-8731 K
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•Early Bird Specials 'Bargain Matinees
•Student discounts
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Find the lined words in the diagram. They run in all directions
forward, backward, up. down and diagonally
Ayatollah
Bishop
Cardinal
Chaplain

Best

E Z R F X

Cleric
Minister
Padre
Parson

Pastor
Pope
Preacher
Priest

O2003 King Features, Inc.
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CANCUN
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51 “Sportsmilieu
Center" venue 13 Just one of
DOWN
those things
1 Double curve 19 “War
2 Parisian pal
of the Worlds"
3 Trinity meminvader
ber
20 Sinen-on link
4 Hayseeds
21 Desire
5 Norse war god 22 Part of the
6 Seagoing
loop
slitherer
23 Barber-shop
7 Three digits
request
after 1
25 Join forces
8 Go back (to)
26 Old Italian
9 5-Down’s
bread
father
27 Send out
10 On in years
29 Smooth-talk
11 Brokaw’s
ing

Tour Operator

RELIGIOUS
MAGIC MAZE • TITLES
44
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34

43
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1-800 875-4525

ACAPULCO

40

42

Now of(rnrxj 3
destitutions! Acapulco,
Puerto V* I tjrU ^t)d Cl bo
Si n lucis! Book eirly-get
FREE MEAIS! Organize«
group ind trivet for FREE!

( / )

It costs 3 cents for every hour that you leave
your computer on?

27

36

41

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas!
Campus Reps Wanted! Best prices.
Free parties & meals! 1-800-2347007
endlesssummertours.com

Spring Break sign up with Student Express.
I and get FREE roundtrip airline tickets to |
1
over 15 International destinations Including Aruba, Dominican Republic
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots and more
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer
Calf now Commissioni rep posi
positions
also |
nviw uuv
available.
|
1-800-787-3787 (www studentexprew com)

Dirt

■
■

39

Act Now! Book 11 people, get 12th
trip free. Group discounts for 6+.
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202 (12/4)

I

26

33

A “Reality" Spring Break 2004. Only
with Sunsplash Tours. Featured in
the “The Real Cancun" Movie.
Lowest Prices. Free meals & Parties
before Nov. 6. Two free trips for
groups, wwwsunsplashtours.com
1800-426-7710(12/4)

19

25

35
37

8

16
17

The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday;
classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring or
send your oopy to the Grand Valley
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
AH classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is

Get all of your Avon and mark at
10% for all GVSU students and
staff. Call 616-538-8378 (10/30)

1

15

Advertising Deadlines

“Stuck on a tough term paper?"
ThePaperExperts.com can help!
Expert writers will help you with edit
ing, writing, graduate school appli
cations. We’ll help on any subject visit
us
24/7
at
ThePaperExperts.com (12/4)

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Simple
5 Afternoon
social
8 Reddish horse
12 Less bumpy
14 Advantage
15 Drainage area
16 Panorama
17 Listening
device
18 Reparation
20 Crazy creation?
23 Cicatrix
24 Coffee vessels
25 Gleeful laugh
28 Past
29 Incites
30 Mischiefmaker
32 Surrounded
territory
34 Kingston
group
35 Anger
36 Island aka
Candia
37 Drink
40 Miss Piggy,
self-referentially
41 Cheer (for)
42 Flippers
47 Revealing
length
48 Rose-shaped
flower
49 A Baldwin
brother
50 Spotter

Commercial Rates
Classified word ads.Rrst 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payabte in advance. 1b boldface,
italicize or capiteHze words In your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad: $2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $875 per
AaK uiMi li-irJl
T
coiumn men.

>

Rabbi
Rector

Vicar

For tickets and showtimes visit

cinemark.com
While there register
I
to receive
it FREE showtimes
via email!

•KNSHIIMV
Alien (Directors Cut)
In The Cut
Ghostbusters 11:45 ($4 00)

Saturday
Brother Bear

Coll theatre for showtimes or visit (inemark.com

I
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Grand Valley Lanthorn / Jessica Rand

Art for the
body and
mind

4

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Jessica Rand

The Cook-DeVos Center
for Health Sciences was
host to 330 sculptures,
photographs and
paintings portraying
medicine in art Oct. 24.
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Jessica Rand

SWIM
continued from page B3

Why pay for 12 months,
when you're there only 9?
Recreation Room
Billiard Tables

The women, meanwhile,
were also controlling their races
as well.
VanDyke, Bridget Higgs and
Liz Hum won the 300 breaststroke
coming in with a time of 3:34.83
Jamie
Bowman,
Amy
Youngquist, Erin McDonnell
and Erin Merz combined to win
the 500 progressive relay.
McDonnell,
Merz,

Youngquist and Mikulenas won
the 200 freestyle in 1:41.54.
Along with their youth
Newsome said that one of the
strengths of the GVSU swim
teams is their depth of veterans
with a wealth of experience.
“We arc very, very deep in lead
ership,” Newsome said. “We identi
fy leaders at the freshman level and
we develop that as we go along.”
The swimming teams return
to action Saturday vs Alma at I
p.m. at the Fieldhouse.

Belong to a Team

Swimming Pool
Build Community

Be an Advocate

Modern Kitchen Appliances
Full Bath & Shower
Air Conditioning
Cable TV
Now Featuring DSL
....and more!

November 3

GrandAA
1 lley

Campus View

»•*

|Apawtments & Townhomes]

INiWMmr
SraillM

RA-MA

What type of Leader

I
4
Campus

View

For More Information Call:

November 4
7:OOpm
9:00pm

Robinson lobby
Kistler Lobby

do you want to be?

November 5

Come learn about how to

November 6

become a Resident Assistant or
Multicultural Assistant for the
2004 - 2005 Academic Year!

Information Nights

6:00pm • Klrkhof Center; Thornapple Room
9:15pm • Niemeyer Living Center

6 30pm • OVA Community Center

9:00pm Stafford Living Center Great Room

November 7
3:00pm

Calder Living Center

November 9
8 00pm Laker Village North Community Center
9:00pm ■ 107D Devos Pew Campus

616-895*6678

November 10
6pm Ravines Community Center
9:00pm Pew Living Center
9:00pm West B Living Center

10235-95 42nd Avenue
Allendale, Michigan 49401
Located next to Afterwards Cafe

November 11

GrandVai I I Y
Si mi l !ni\i Rsm

6 00pm

Klrkhof Center; 215 216

November 12
9:00pm

Copeland Living Center

